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Cloud Seeding Studies and Assessment
7.1

BACKGROUND

In the past ten years, a new approach to hygroscopic seeding has been explored in
summertime convective clouds in South Africa as part of the National Precipitation
Research Programme (Mather et al., 1997). This approach involves seeding summertime
convective clouds below cloud base with pyrotechnic ﬂares that produce small salt
particles on the order of 0.5 µm diameter in an attempt to broaden the initial cloud droplet
spectrum and accelerate the coalescence process. The burning ﬂares provide larger CCN
(>0.3 µm diameter) to the growing cloud, inﬂuencing the initial condensation process
and allowing fewer CCN to activate to cloud droplets. The larger artiﬁcial CCN inhibit
the smaller natural CCN from nucleating, resulting in a broader droplet spectrum at cloud
base. The fewer cloud droplets grow to larger sizes and are often able to start growing
by collision and coalescence with other cloud droplets within 15 minutes (Cooper et al.,
1997), initiating the rain process earlier within a typical cumulus cloud lifetime of 30
minutes.
The development of this seeding approach was triggered by radar and microphysical
observations of a convective storm growing in the vicinity of a large paper mill, which
indicated an apparent enhancement of coalescence in these clouds as opposed to other
clouds far away from the paper mill (Mather, 1991). Earlier observations by Hindman
et al. (1977) also suggested a similar connection between paper mills and enhanced
precipitation.
There are signiﬁcant operational advantages to this form of hygroscopic seeding. The
amount of salt required is much less, the salt particles are readily produced by ﬂares, and
the target area for seeding is an identiﬁable region at cloud base (updraft region) where
the initial droplet spectrum is determined (Cooper et al., 1997).
Mather et al. (1997) reported the results from a randomized cloud seeding experiment
that was conducted from 1991 to 1996 in summertime convective clouds in the Highveld
region of South Africa. The results of this experiment indicated that precipitation from
seeded storms was signiﬁcantly larger than from control (unseeded) storms (Figure 11 in
Mather et al., 1997). The results were statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level.
Exploratory analyses indicated that seeded storms rained harder and longer than unseeded
storms (Mather et al., 1997). Mather et al. (1997) also provided supporting microphysical
evidence that supported the physical hypothesis. It is remarkable that statistical
signiﬁcance was reached on such a small sample set of 127 storms (62 seeded and 65
controls). The seeding signal was strong and readily detected, making the statistical tests
very reasonable. Orville (1995) described the results from this experiment as perhaps the
most signiﬁcant scientiﬁc advancement in the past ten years in weather modiﬁcation.
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The calculations of Reisin et al. (1996) and Cooper et al. (1997) support the hypothesis
that the formation of precipitation via coalescence might be accelerated by the salt
particles produced by hygroscopic ﬂares. These studies also found that for clouds with
a maritime cloud droplet spectra hygroscopic seeding with the ﬂares will have no effect,
since coalescence is already very efﬁcient in such clouds. However, the results from the
calculations should be interpreted with caution since they oversimplify the real process
of precipitation formation. Cooper et al. (1997) identiﬁed some of the shortcomings in
the calculations related to mechanisms that broaden cloud droplet size distributions,
sedimentation, and the possible effects on ice phase processes.
Bigg (1997) performed an independent analysis of the South African experiments and
also found that the seeded storms lasted longer than the unseeded storms. Bigg (1997)
also outlined some possible dynamic responses, which also were identiﬁed by Mather et
al. (1997). Bigg suggested that the initiation of precipitation started at a lower height in
the seeded clouds than in the unseeded clouds and that a more concentrated downdraft
resulted closer to the updraft. The surface gust front generated by the seeded storm was
thereby intensiﬁed and its interaction with the storm inﬂow enhanced convection.
The promising new results of the South African experiment, as well as the model
calculations, led to the start of a new program in Mexico in 1996 using the South African
hygroscopic ﬂares in a similar fashion as in the South African program. The Mexican
program, under leadership of NCAR, was conducted from 1996 to 1998 and included
physical measurements and a randomized seeding experiment. Bruintjes et al. (2001)
provides an overview of the experiment and preliminary results.
The World Meteorological Organization subsequently sponsored a workshop of leading
scientists in the world to evaluate this new technique and the experiments that were
conducted in South Africa, Thailand and Mexico (Foote and Bruintjes, 2000). Two major
points from this report can be summarized as follows:
• The recent experiments, if accepted, lead beyond the classical result in cloud
physics linking cloud condensation nuclei and droplet spectra at cloud base to
the efﬁciency of rain (for example, the probability that a cloud of a given depth
will produce rain). Rather, these experiments suggest that CCN affect the total
rainfall from a cloud, and apparently also the longevity of the cloud. This would
have important practical implications not only for water resource issues, but also
for such things as quantitative precipitation forecasting and global change (for
example, a regional change in CCN might easily accompany a mean change in
temperature).
• The ﬁnal and perhaps the strongest conclusion of the workshop was that the
experimental results were sufﬁciently exciting, and the topic sufﬁciently
important, that a new international initiative should be launched to understand the
physical processes taking place. It was recommended that a major cooperative
2
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ﬁeld experiment employing modern instrumentation be planned and carried out
in the near future.
Based on these exciting results, it was decided to evaluate this technique in the UAE. In
addition, the WMO workshop also identiﬁed several areas where knowledge was lacking
and where more research was needed. These areas included a better understanding of the
natural and modiﬁed precipitation formation processes to support the statistical results,
better characterization of the particles produced by the ﬂares, and the necessity to extend
the single-cloud, radar-evaluated results to area rainfall at the surface with associated
hydrological impacts.
7.2

CCN CHARACTERISTICS: MODELING STUDIES OF CONDENSATION
& COALESCENCE AS RELATED TO FLARE SEEDING

It is important to note that the principle of enhancing the coalescence process via
hygroscopic seeding is dependent on three important parameters. The chemistry
(hygroscopicity), size and concentrations of the particles (CCN) produced from the ﬂares
or large particle salt seeding. In addition, the effectiveness of seeding will depend on the
natural background particles and their characteristics with regard to the same parameters.
The principle of ﬂare seeding is to have the ﬂares produce effective CCN (usually salts
such as sodium chloride, potassium chloride, or calcium chloride) particles in larger sizes
(large or giant nuclei) than occur in the natural environment.
These models also do not simulate the complex dynamics in convective clouds. The
modeling studies of both Reisin et al. (1996) and Cooper et al. (1997) indicate that
the role of the background CCN (size and concentrations) is crucial for determining
the effectiveness of the seeded particles because the seeded nuclei compete with the
background aerosols for the available water vapor.
Cooper et al. 1997 also showed that the use of giant nuclei, larger than 10-μm diameter,
lead to an earlier development of raindrops. Yin et al. (2000a; 2000b) found similar results
in their modeling studies using a two-dimensional, slab symmetric cloud model. Yin et
al. (2000a) conﬁrmed the hypothesis of Mather et al. (1997) that using ﬂares for seeding
hygroscopic particles below cloud base could lead to the broadening of the cloud droplet
spectra and an earlier formation of raindrops. Their studies indicated that most effective
seed particles were those with radii larger than 1 µm, and especially those larger than
10 µm; the particles less than 1 µm always had a negative effect on rain development.
However, although their studies indicated that seeding with particles larger than 10 µm
in radius were the most beneﬁcial for rain enhancement and promoted the formation
of drizzle-droplets and raindrops, the drizzle drops were rapidly depleted once the few
large privileged drops grow to raindrop size. These drops grow by collecting smaller
drops, primarily those in the drizzle size range. Cooper et al. (1997) found that the rapid
depletion of the drizzle size drops limited the production of many other raindrops. As a
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result, although the rain develops early, the rain does not last very long and its contribution
to the total rain on the ground may be limited. It should be emphasized that the Cooper et
al. model does not compute the effect of the drop breakup, a process that could possibly
enhance the concentration of the drizzle size drops.
In contrast, introduction of much higher concentrations of 1 µm particles can lead to
competition with the natural CCN, in which activation of the seeded particles prevents
activation of the natural CCN and in appropriate cases leads to reduction in the total
concentration and broadening of the droplet size distribution. The result is the initiation
of an active coalescence process, in some cases leading to high concentrations of drizzle
along with the production of rain. Yin et al. (2000a) also found that when they repeated
the seeding experiments in their model using the same mass for both the segment of
particles in the range 1-10 µm and the segment larger than 10 µm that the concentration
of drizzle drops were substantially larger with the seed particles between 1 and 10 µm
(Yin et al. 2000a; Figure 8.).
Caro et al. (2002) using a detailed microphysical parcel model (Flossman et al. 1985;
1987) conﬁrmed most of the results from the previous modeling studies. Their studies
indicated that the most rapid formation of precipitation occurred in the model for very
large particle radii (> 15µm). However, they also indicated that smaller seeding particles
have the advantage of increasing the concentration of drizzle size drops, increasing the
chance of the seeding material to stay in the cloud and to disperse the seeding effect to
larger parts of the cloud and neighboring clouds. Although seeding with larger particles
increased the production of precipitation in the model it also risked premature precipitation.
For seeding to have an optimum effect producing sufﬁcient concentrations of drizzle size
drops they suggested a mean seed particle mean radii between 0.5 and 6 µm.
Both Yin et al. (2000a) and Caro et al. (2002) alluded to effects on the ice processes
that could possibly further enhance precipitation formation. Although the models used in
these studies were different, one of the main conclusions that emerged is that the seeded
particles have to be larger than 0.5 μm and preferably between 1 and 10 µm in diameter
to produce substantial concentrations of drizzle size drops in a cloud. In a warm cloud,
the role of the drizzle could be important in maintaining the growth of many other drops
to raindrop sizes and to spread the seeding effects to large parts of the cloud and adjacent
clouds.
7.3

FLARE PARTICLE CHARACTERIZATION & NEW FLARE
DEVELOPMENT

Several different manufacturers have started to make hygroscopic ﬂares, following
the initial promising results from South Africa. It is important to evaluate the output
particle spectra from these ﬂares in order to understand the effect they will have on the
condensation/coalescence process and precipitation development in convective clouds.
4
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Airborne measurements in Texas, designed to evaluate the output particle spectra from
the different hygroscopic ﬂares, found that the different ﬂares produced different size
spectra that could have signiﬁcant impacts on the evolution of the warm rain process.
According to previous modeling studies, the differences in the particle size spectra could
have signiﬁcantly different effects on the condensation coalescence process. It is also
important to consider the natural background aerosol spectra in the evolution of these
differences.
The majority of the hygroscopic cloud seeding ﬂares currently in use are based on the
formula of Hindman (1978) that was developed to initiate fog for cover of military vessels.
These ﬂares incorporate sodium and lithium salts along with potassium perchlorate,
magnesium powder and an organic binder as the fuel. When burned, the ﬂares produce a
plume of sodium, lithium and potassium salt particles along with magnesium oxide. All
of these species are incorporated into each of the ﬂare particles that are produced.
Modeling studies on hygroscopic seeding show that the size of the particles introduced
by the seeding ﬂare inﬂuences the effectiveness of seeding on rainfall enhancement.
Under the conditions modeled, the most effective seeding occurred when the introduced
CCN had a size of approximately 1 µm. Little information is available on the particle
sizes generated by the ﬂares currently in use. A size distribution measurement of the dry
particles indicates that a majority of the particles are in the 0.2-0.4 µm size range (Cooper
et al., 1997). These measurements were made using ﬂares manufactured with the original
Hindman formula. Other airborne studies and ground-based wind tunnel studies conﬁrm
that a majority of the particles produced from the magnesium/potassium perchlorate
ﬂares are less than 0.5 µm. However, the large particle tail that is produced by the ﬂares is
largely unknown at this stage. The modeling studies also suggest that the use of calcium
salts in the seeding material could enhance seeding effectiveness.
It is difﬁcult to obtain measurements of the particle sizes produced by the ﬂares in a ﬁeld
environment. This generally requires two aircraft, one to generate the seeding material,
and the second to make the measurements. A further difﬁculty is the ability to reproduce
these measurements, since the environment changes. To study hygroscopic cloud-seeding
ﬂares, a test facility has been designed and constructed that simulates the burning of ﬂares
from an aircraft.
The test facility has been designed to provide a reproducible environment for combustion
of ﬂares and measurement of the resultant particles. The facility is also designed to
simulate the burning of ﬂares on the wing of an aircraft. Figure 7.1 details a schematic
diagram of the test facility that was constructed.
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Figure 7.1. Schematic diagram of the test facility

A 156,000 lpm (liters per minute) blower is used to provide an airﬂow of 40-45 m s-1
through the combustion section, which is a 25.4 cm diameter and 1.5 meters long section
of pipe. The ﬂare is mounted near the head of the combustion section with the ﬂare aligned
axially with the airﬂow. The burning end of the ﬂare is on the downstream side. This
provides an environment similar to burning a ﬂare on a rack mounted on an aircraft wing.
The large airﬂow is sufﬁcient to disperse and cool the particles as they are produced.
Figure 7.2 shows a photograph of the combustion section with a ﬂare mounted. The
airﬂow would be from left to right, and the right hand end of the ﬂare would be ignited.
In operation, the door to the combustion section is closed, and the ﬂare is ignited using
an electrical igniter.

Figure 7.2. Photograph of the ﬂare test facility combustion section.

6
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One of the main considerations when designing the ﬂare testing facility was to maintain
a continuous sampling of the ﬂare material, without enhancing the collection of either
small or large particles. The method of isokinetic sampling is very important for the
best representation of the size distribution of the particles produced by the ﬂare. Figure
7.3 shows the different scenarios (subisokinetic, isokinetic and supersiokinetic) for
the gravitational losses of particles using different sizes of inlets. The enhancement
of preferential sampling of larger or smaller particles is evident as the tube diameter
becomes smaller. For tube diameters smaller than 5 cm in diameter the sampling of
particles isokinetically is of critical importance to be able to truly measure the particle size
distribution. In a subisokinetical sampling (Figure 7.3a) the gravitational losses of larger
particles are enhanced, sampling smaller particles preferentially. During a supersiokinetic
sampling (Figure 7.3b) the gravitational losses of smaller particles are enhanced producing
larger concentrations of larger particles and bringing the overall concentration down due
to the preferential sampling. For the testing facility, a sampling tube of 1 cm in diameter
and 1m in length for both inlets in the dilution stages was used, which in an isokinetic
sampling procedure gives a gravitational loss of less than 80% for particles smaller than
10m. The same scenario in a subisokinetic sampling sees a sharper decrease of larger
particles favoring the sampling of smaller ones and undercounting the larger ones. In
a supersiokinetic sampling as illustrated in Figure 7.3b, the sampling is enhanced by
the aspiration mechanism developed by a larger wind speed inside of the sampling inlet
(U>Uo) giving a non representative size distribution of the particles.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 7.3 Gravitational losses in a
1 meter long inlet for a sample ﬂow
Uo and at a wind speed U = 40m/s and
different particle size. a) U>Uo , b)U<Uo
, c) U=Uo

An additional consideration to avoid the loss of particles, speciﬁcally larger particles,
was to study the losses as a function of the sampling angles or the dilution stages tube
characteristics. Figure 7.4 shows the fraction of particles passing through a section of
circular tubing with 1 cm in diameter and airspeed of 12 m/s in the turbulent Re regime.
Theoretically, the fraction of particles passing trough the tube at the above mention
characteristics is 1 for linear sampling (0o angle). This is archieved by avoiding angles
in the inlets that transport the sample to the dilution stages. From Figure 7.4 is clear that
when an “L” shaped (90o angle inlet) or a “U” shaped (180o angle inlet) is used, the loss of
particles becomes signiﬁcant, yielding a ~20% loss of particles larger than 2µm in a “U”
shaped inlet and a ~40% loss for particles larger than 5µm for the “L” shaped inlet. Since
tan important objective of the ﬂare testing is to measure the larger particles produced
by the ﬂare, the ﬂare facility was designed to avoid any bending angles on the different
sampling points that will potentially add a signiﬁcant loss of the total concentration of
larger particles.

8
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Figure 7.4. Fraction of particles passing trough a section of circular tubing. Air Velocity is 12 m/s,
1cm tube diameter.

Taking into account the above calculations of particle loss due to the different dynamical
mechanism, the ﬂare testing facility was designed and calibrated to provide the means
for sampling the size distribution from a burning ﬂare and to be able to trace back to
gravitational and diffusional losses if required by the ﬁnal analysis. The ﬁnal objective
is to be able to calculate the actual size distribution spectra from the burning ﬂare to
understand and study the mechanisms that modify or change the size distribution. Figure
7.5 shows the characteristics of the ﬁnal ﬂare facility design including the proposed and
measured wind speeds that are necessary to minimize the losses and to favor an isokinetic
sampling.
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Figure 7.5. Dynamic characteristics and an actual photo of the ﬂare facility design.

The characteristics of the ﬂare testing facility are shown on Figure 7.5, a 156,000 lpm
(liters per minute) blower is used to provide an airﬂow of 40 m s-1 through the combustion
section (stage 1), which is made of circular tubing of 25.4 cm in diameter and 1.5 meters
long. The ﬂare is mounted near the head of the combustion section with the ﬂare aligned
axially with the airﬂow. The burning end of the ﬂare is on the downstream side. The
airﬂow in the combustion section (Figure7.2) is sufﬁcient to disperse and cool the
particles as they are produced. These cooled particles in the stage 2 (Figure 7.5) are
then collected with a circular copper tubing with 1 cm in diameter and 1 meter long, and
transported to the ﬁrst dilution stage (stage 4). This ﬁrst dilution is then feed with clean
air at a rate of 12 m/s to match the incoming wind speed (U=Uo) to be able to sample the
particles isokinetically. To dilute the particles even further, a second stage dilution was
implemented on the testing scheme. The same characteristics from the ﬁrst dilution were
implemented in this second one including the wind speed of 12 m/s to maintain a steady
ﬂow of particles into the measuring instruments.
This diluted smoke is then supplied to the measurement instrumentation. Three types
10
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of instruments were used in these studies; 1) a CN counter which measures particles
from approximately 0.01-1.0 µm diameter and 2) a PCASP which optically sizes and
counts particles from 0.1 to 3.0 µm diameter, and 3) a SPP which measures particles from
approximately 3-8 µm diameter. All of the data from these particle counters are recorded
on a laptop computer. Auxiliary measurement of ambient temperature and relative
humidity are also made at the measurement site. Experiments with these ﬂares are made
only when the relative humidity is 40% or less. At this relative humidity, the particles
may pick up water of hydration, but they will not grow in size. The ambient temperature
should not have an effect on the particle generation, as the combustion temperature is
>1500°C. During the different studies, ambient temperature varied 10 to 30° C, only a
small fraction of the temperature that is present when the particles are generated.
As part of the testing of the various ﬂares, it became obvious that some information
on the combustion temperature of the ﬂare was needed. Measuring this directly is very
difﬁcult unless a very expensive optical pyrometer is used. To obtain relative information
on the combustion temperature of the ﬂare, two platinum resistance temperature probes
have been mounted in the combustion section. The ﬁrst probe measures the temperature
immediately ahead of the ﬂare, and a second measures the temperature near the end of the
combustion section. From this temperature differential, we are able to obtain a relative
measure of the amount of heat generated in the combustion of the ﬂare. The measurements
indicated that the ﬂame temperatures of the burning ﬂares are in excess of 1500oC.
Based on numerous tests with different formulations of ﬂares, a new ﬂare was developed
that produced larger particles than the original South African ﬂare used both in South
Africa and Mexico. Modeling studies have shown that larger particles would be more
effective in hygroscopic seeding. Figure 7.6 shows and initial test of the particle size and
volume spectra of the new ﬂare that was used in the UAE program to enhance rainfall.
A recent test of the current ﬂare used in the UAE is shown in Figure 7.7. Figure 7.7a
shows the time history of the size concentrations of the combusted ﬂare particles as a
function of time while Figure 7.7b displays the associated particle size spectra measured
by the PCASP and SPP partcle probes.
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Figure 7.6. Particle data from a ﬂare manufactured by ICE containing 65% potassium perchlorate.
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a)

b)

Figure 7.7. Hygroscopic ﬂare tests on June 23, 2004.

The concentrations in size range 0.8 to 6µm in diameter are substantially increased
as compared to previous ﬂares including the original South African ﬂare based on the
Hindman (1978) formula. Based on the original size spectra of the South African ﬂare
(Cooper et al., 1997) and the current measured size spectra for the ﬂare used in the UAE
we replicated the Cooper et al. (1997) model simulations to investigate if the current ﬂare
enhances drizzle production compared to the original South African ﬂare. The results of
these simulations are displayed in Figure 7.8 and 7.9.
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Figure 7.8. a) Mass distribution functions as in Copper et al. for 20, 600, 1200 and 1800 seconds
after passage through cloud base for the unseeded case. b) Mass distribution functions as in the
unseeded case but for Cooper et al Flare (solid line) and the ICE 70% (dotted line)

It is clear from Figures 7.8 and 7.9 that the new ICE ﬂare produces substantially more
drizzle drops at shorter times that the South African ﬂare. After 1 minute the new ICE
ﬂare already initiates drizze and drizzle concentrations reaches a maximum when the
South African ﬂare starts producing the ﬁrst drizzle size drops. In addition the drizzle also
results in a more coalescence process forming rain and the transformaation to rainwater
is also much faster than for the original South African ﬂare. Initially the new ICE ﬂare
produces two orders of magnitude more drizzle water content than the South African
ﬂare.

Figure 7.9. Changes in
the distribution of the
condensate between cloud
droplets (<40mm), drizzle
droplets (40 – 500mm) and
rain drops (>500mm) after
droplet activation for the
background case (thin solid
line), Flare from Cooper et
Al. (medium solid line) and
the ICE 70% (thick solid
line).
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7.4

SEEDING TRIALS (2001-2002)

As mentioned in Section 4, seeding experiments took place on a total of ﬁfty days during
the four ﬁeld campaigns. There were twenty-four days with seeding during the winter,
but amenable clouds developed on only six of the seeding days over the two seasons
(Table 7.1). The summer clouds appear to be more amenable to seeding with at least
25 ﬂight days when good candidate clouds were found (Table 7.1). During the Summer
2002 season, ﬂights into Omani airspace became possible and allowed for a broader
investigation of the clouds over the Oman Mountains, which explains the increase in
amenable seeding cases between the two summer seasons. Figure 7.10 shows an example
of a burning hygroscopic ﬂare in ﬂight below cloud base during a seeding experiment.
Table 7.1 Summary of seeding trials during 2001 and 2002.

Winter 2001 Summer 2001 Winter 2002 Summer 2002
Days with seeding

9

8

15

18

Seeding cases

22

11

22

24

Cases amenable to
hygroscopic seeding

6 cases on
3 days

8 cases on
7 days

8 cases on
3 days

22-24 (nearly
all cases)

Figure 7.10. A photograph of burning hygroscopic ﬂares below cloud
base
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7.4.1

Winter

During the winter season, frontal systems moving in from the west and northwest
periodically traverse the UAE region, producing the bulk of the annual rainfall over
much of the country. Typically, during the winter months, about ﬁve to ten systems move
through the region. However, no major strong synoptic events occurred during the period
of investigation (2001, 2002). Several weak to moderate systems were sampled, but only
about four of these systems per year produced clouds that seemed suitable for seeding.
Table 7.2 summarizes the type of clouds seeded during the winter seasons. Fourteen
of the thirty seeding cases had cloud bases below 3000 m (10,000 ft), which is optimal
during the winter for seeding. About one third of the clouds had bases that were above the
freezing level, with droplet concentrations around 200-300 cm-3. As mentioned earlier,
if cloud droplet concentrations are lower than about 300 cm-3, clouds are generally not
amenable to seeding, while previous studies indicate that at higher droplet concentrations,
they are. Liquid water contents (LWC) in the cloud were low, with the majority of values
less than 0.6 g m-3. In most cases, there was already light rain, drizzle, or graupel present
at cloud base, indicating that the precipitation process was already active in the clouds.
Table 7.2. Summary of number of ﬂares burned, cloud type, and cloud properties observed
during seeding experiments conducted during both Winter 2001 and 2002. Droplet concentrations
and LWC values represent the maximum at cloud base.

WINTER: January - March 2001
Flight #
# Flares
8 Jan
2
Date

Stratocumulus

9-Jan

1

12

Stratocumulus/cumulus

1850

7.4

480

0.6

9-Jan

2

6

Stratocumulus/cumulus

1970

7.5

500

0.4

8

Stratocumulus

870

11.8

730

0.7

10-Feb

1

8

Altocumulus

4460

-6.4

230

0.2

10-Feb

2

12

Altocumulus

4760

-4.9

310

0.4

22-Feb

2

Altocumuluss

3550

2.9

190

0.2

15-Mar

20

Weak altocumulus

3870

0/3

300

0.1

17-Mar

16

Weak altocumulus

4500

-0.8

200

0.1

10-Jan

18-Mar

1

24

Altostratus

3550

1.0

180

0.0

18-Mar

2

24

Altostratus

3500

1.3

190

0.0

10

Weak altocumulus

4010

-1.8

210

0.3

12

Weak altocumulus

3760

2.0

450

0.2

1.1

250

0.2

23-Mar
25-Mar
25-Mar
16

Type of Cloud

Cloud Base Penetration
Drop
Altitude Temp
LWC
Conc.
310
3300
-1.0
0.1

1
2

12

Weak altocumulus

3430
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WINTER: January - April 2002
Cloud Base Penetration
Drop
Altitude Temp
LWC
Conc.
380
2470
6.1
0.1

Flight #
Date
# Flares
30 Jan
2

Boundary Layer Cu

31 Jan

2

Boundary Layer Cu

1270

7.5

960

0.7

2

Boundary Layer Cu

4610

9.3

1010

0.8

4

Boundary Layer Cu

1370

9.9

1070

0.6

Boundary Layer Cu

1140

10.3

880

1.0

3 Feb

2

16 Feb
19 Feb

1

22

19 Feb

2

Type of Cloud

22

Cumulonimbus

1710

0.2

290

0.3

20 Feb

2

Boundary Layer Cu

3890

14.7

690

0.5

3 Mar

14

Altostratus/cumulus

890

-3.5

N/a

1.0

9 Mar

1

23

Altostratus

4010

-2.1

N/a

0.3

9 Mar

2

10

Altostratus/cumulus

3700

1.1

N/a

0.6

18 Mar

2

24

Cumulonimbus

1730

13.8

620

0.2

18 Mar

3

23

Cumulonimbus

2210

10.3

N/a

0.4

19 Mar

2

23

Cumulonimbus

1160

18.3

680

0.9

14

Altostratus/cumulus

3760

1.8

N/a

1.0

4

Boundary Layer Cu

2330

10.9

1120

0.9

11.7

450

0.3

24 Mar
12 Mar
12 Mar
7.4.1a

1
2

12

Cumulonimbus

2130

Case Study: 9-10 January 2001

As an example of the cloud seeding operations, the 9 January case is described in more
detail here. A larger frontal system passed through the UAE region over a two-day period
(January 8-10). A satellite photograph of the cloud system on January 9 during the seeding
experiment is shown in Figure 7.11. At the time of the photograph, convective clouds are
evident over the Gulf, the northern parts of the UAE and over the mountains of eastern
UAE and into Oman. The main part of the system is located over Iran. The UAE is usually
on the southern fringes of these systems as shown in this case.
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Figure 7.11. Satellite photograph of frontal systems passing through the UAE region on 9 January
2001.

The associated radar echoes that indicate where precipitation was occurring are shown in
Figure 7.12 for two different time periods during 9 January 2001. Rain showers over the
Gulf and over the northern parts of the UAE are also clearly visible in the radar images.
Although the radar was not well calibrated, rainfall was measured at the surface at several
locations in the northern Emirates including Dubai. A seeding experiment, with associated
cloud measurements, was conducted in the clouds just to the northeast of Dubai shown in
Figure 7.12. The aircraft track for this seeding experiment and a photograph of the seeded
clouds are shown in Figure 7.13. The seeded cloud produced rainfall at the surface for a
period of about an hour as it moved northeast over the northern Emirates.
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Figure 7.12. Radar images of rain showers over the Gulf and the northern parts of the UAE on 9
January 2001.

Figure 7.13. Aircraft ﬂight track of the seeding operation and photograph of seeded clouds on 9
January 2001

However, it is impossible to assess any effects of seeding on rainfall because of problems
with the radars during the 2001 winter program. Due to technical problems that could
only be solved after the winter program, it was found that the radar was underestimating
reﬂectivity and therefore rainfall from the storms. Furthermore, for the 9 January case,
gaps in the radar coverage and the long distance to the storms from Al Dhafra would not
have allowed adequate resolution for any quantitative analysis.
7.4.1b

Case Study: 22 March 2002

Altostratus cloud decks were observed on many occasions during the 2002 winter
season. Generally, these clouds were associated with the passage of the southern-most
end of a weak frontal system, or trough, moving across the Gulf. On occasion, these
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cloud formations produced precipitation that fell below cloud base but rarely reached the
ground. When it did, the precipitation was usually in the form of drizzle or light rain.
During late March 2002, there were a series of four troughs that moved through the
area over seven days. Each one brought with it a broken altostratus deck. The ﬁrst two
occurred on 22 March and 24 March 2002. Both had cloud bases near freezing (Table
6.5 in Section 6.5) and exhibited regions of patchy precipitation falling from the nearly
stratiform bases. The majority of the precipitation shafts evaporated prior to reaching the
ground. Identifying convective elements from below cloud base was not possible due to
the lack of any updrafts or distinct separation of bases. In fact, both looked to be just a
thin broken stratiform deck of clouds until higher level measurements were taken. Figure
7.14 shows the ﬂight track on 22 March and a picture of a convective element taken once
the aircraft found the edge of the stratus. The picture was taken just northeast of Fujairah.
A vertical proﬁle was performed in a cloud, similar to the one pictured, between 12:45
and 13:04 UTC.

Figure 7.14. Aircraft ﬂight track of the seeding operation and photograph of seeded clouds on 22
March 2002.

Radar indicated there were bands of precipitation-sized particles embedded within the
stratus deck moving northwest to southeast. Figure 7.15, shows images at 12:30 UTC
(just prior to the study) and 13:00 UTC (during the study). The study was performed on
the element located between Dhaid and Masaﬁ. (It should be noted that the Dubai radar
was malfunctioning on this day such that some weak echoes were being ﬁltered out.)
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Figure 7.15. Radar images of rain showers over the Gulf and the northern parts of the UAE at 1230
UTC (left) and 1300 UTC (right) on 22 March 2002.

Figure 7.16 provides a time series (from 12:40 to 13:10 UTC) of the vertical proﬁle
performed on one of the convective elements found near Hatta. The top panel of Figure
7.16a shows there were cloud droplet concentrations of 600 to 900 cm-3 (red line – left
axis) with very little liquid water content (blue line – right axis) while the aircraft
traversed the clouds at 4550 m (Figure 7.16a, bottom panel) until approximate 12:49
UTC. A marked increase in droplet concentrations, liquid water content measurements,
and precipitation size particles (2DC shadow-or concentrations in Figure 7.16a, middle
panel) suggests that the aircraft entered an embedded convective element at this time.
Light turbulence was noted at 12:50 UTC by the ﬂight scientist. Partway through this
penetration, at 12:52 UTC, the aircraft began an ascent to 5200 m and ﬂew out of the side
of the cloud (indicated by the sharp drop in both droplet concentration and liquid water
content). Figure 7.16b shows the ﬂight track from 12:40 to 13:10 UTC, which shows
that the aircraft turned around and leveled off at 4800 m for a second penetration of the
cloud.
The penetration at 5200 m lasted from approximately 12:57 UTC to 12:59 UTC. Figure
7.17 shows the blow-up of the time series during this time. A moderately strong liquid water
core, indicated by the peak droplet concentrations of 800 cm-3 and liquid water content
of 1.0 gm-3 at 12:57:35 UTC, was present at the beginning of the penetration followed
by a precipitation maximum between 12:57:40 UTC and 12:58:20 UTC (indicated by
the sustained peak in 2DC shadow-or). The end of the penetration exhibits reduced
concentrations of both droplets (400 cm-3 and 0.5 gm-3) and precipitation (approximately
10 L-1). However, the cloud water and precipitation values are still higher than those
measured at cloud base. It is interesting to note the peak in cloud water is located just
ahead of the peak in precipitation mass. The temperature of the penetration suggests that
most of the precipitation may be frozen, but the presence of cloud water suggests some of
it may be supercooled drizzle drops (an ideal scenario for aircraft icing). Inspection of 2D
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images sheds some light on the type of precipitation particles present in this region.

Figure 7.16 Time series of cloud droplet and precipitation properties in a convective element,
embedded in altostratus on 22 Mar 2002 (near Masaﬁ).

Figure 7.17. Time series of cloud droplet concentration (SPP), liquid water content (KPLWC) and
precipitation properties (2DCshad) at 4800 m (-4.5C) on 22 Mar 2002.
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The temperature at 4800 m was between –4.0 and –5.0 C, which is in the temperature range
where the Hallet-Mossop ice multiplication mechanism is active (Hallet and Mossop,
1974). A closer investigation of the 2DC images indicates the penetration entered a region
of ice multiplication. Figure 7.18 shows four snapshots of 2DC images taken at 12:57:38,
12:57:59, 12:58:14, and 12:58:21 UTC. The precipitation on the edges of the shadow-or
maximum (12:57:38 and 12:58 21) is a mix of graupel particles (100µm to greater than
800 µm) and a few particles that look like thin short columns. The particles in the middle
of the shadow-or maximum appear to be 100 µm frozen drops, 100-300 µm graupel
particles, and a mixture of what looks like thin short columns and needles. These are
most likely splinters, artifacts of the riming process, and suggest that the Hallet-Mossop
mechanism was active in this region.

Figure 7.18. 2DC images taken at 12:57:38 (upper left), 12:57:59 (upper right), 12:58:14 (lower
left), and12:58:21 UTC (lower right). Distance between bars is 800 m.

After completing the pass at 4800 m, the aircraft ascended to 5200 m for a pass through the
cloud near cloud top. Figure 7.16 shows that droplet concentrations were approximately
400 to 500 cm-3 with liquid water contents of 0.4 to 0.5 g m-3. There was a reduced
concentration of precipitation particles at this altitude in this cell (ending approximately
13:04 UTC). The aircraft continued on at this altitude until reaching Sharjah, at which
time it began descending through the cloud deck. Moderate cloud droplet concentrations
with pockets of moderate liquid water content and precipitation-sized particles continued
enroute to Sharjah. The aircraft encountered clear icing on its wings during this traverse.
Cloud bases varied from 4500 m to 5200 m near Sharjah and precipitation was measured
by the 2DC through approximately 3000 m.
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No noticeable updrafts were reported by the pilot while ﬂying below the bases prior to
ascending into cloud at 12:30 UTC. Even though there was a convective nature to the
clouds, they were determined to be less than 1 km thick, even at their deepest extent.
Figure 7.18 shows there were no strong echoes indicated by radar during the ﬂight. For
this reason, the clouds on 22 March 2002 were deemed not amenable to seeding and were
left to develop naturally. While there was abundant virga (evaporating rainshafts) present,
no precipitation seemed to reach the surface from these clouds. Figure 7.19 indicates a
similar case developed on 24 March 2002. Fourteen ﬂares were burned in two seeding
experiments for comparison purposes. The outcome was a raised cloud base with no
recognizable precipitation enhancement.

Figure 7.19. Radar images of rain showers over the Gulf and the northern parts of the UAE at 9:50
UTC (left) and 11:10 UTC (right) on 24 March 2002.

7.4.2

Summer

During the summer season, orographic forcing by the mountains in the eastern part of the
UAE region produced the bulk of the rainfall over much of the country. The convection
occurred over the mountain range stretching from north of Ras Al Khaimah in a southwest
direction, east of Al Ain and into Oman on 80% of the days. However, most of this
convection occurred in Omani airspace and therefore the research aircraft was unable to
investigate or seed these clouds in 2001.
Table 7.3 summarizes the type of clouds seeded during the summer seasons. Eight of
the nine seeding cases in 2001 occurred during July, while the seeding cases were more
evenly distributed in 2002. Six cases (one during 2001 and ﬁve during 2002) had seeding
at bases below 3000 m (10,000 ft). Many of the clouds had bases below the freezing level,
with droplet concentrations between 300 and 600 cm-3. These clouds can be deﬁned as
modestly continental in nature, which suggests that they should be amenable to seeding.
Liquid water contents were moderate with values between 0.2 and 0.6 g m-3. In most
cases, there was drizzle or rain present at cloud base, indicating the precipitation process
was already active in the clouds.
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7.4.2a

Case Study: 31 July 2001

As an example of the cloud seeding operations during the summer, the 31 July case
is described in more detail here. Heavy convective activity occurred over the UAE
throughout the day, bringing heavy winds and rain to both Abu Dhabi and Dubai. A
satellite photograph of the cloud system on January 31 during the seeding experiment is
shown in Figure 7.20. At the time of the photograph, convective clouds are evident over
the Gulf, the northern parts of the UAE and over the mountains of eastern UAE and into
Oman.
Table 7.3. Summary of number of ﬂares burned, cloud type, and cloud properties observed
during seeding experiments conducted during Summer 2001 and 2002. Droplet concentrations
and LWC values represent the maximum at cloud base.

SUMMER: June – September 2001
Cloud Base Penetration
Date
14 Jul
19 Jul

Flight
#
#
Flares
2

Type of Cloud

Altitude Temp Drop Conc. LWC

4

Altostratus/cumulus

4230

5.7

100

0

10

Cumulonimbus

2700

17.6

450

0.4
0.2

20 Jul

10

Weak altocumulus

4070

5.8

330

24 Jul

10

Altocumulus

5750

-4.0

250

0.2

26 Jul

10

Towering cumulus

3140

13.4

480

0.3

27 Jul

10

Shallow Altostratus/
cumulus

3270

11.9

400

0.4

28 Jul

10

Towering cumulus

3250

14.5

370

0.4

31 Jul

6

Cumulonimbus - line
echoes

4260

4.2

500

1.0

13 Aug

4

Towering cumulus

3250

9.9

550

0.6

SUMMER: June – September 2001
Cloud Base Penetration
Date
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Flight
#
#
Flares

Type of Cloud

Altitude Temp Drop Conc. LWC

27 Jun

6

Towering cumulus

4370

3.4

890

0.8

28 Jun

10

Altocumulus

4000

5.2

N/a

0.6

29 Jun

7

Towering cumulus

4520

1.2

590

0.3
0.1

12 Jul

12

Altocumulus

3750

9.2

870

13 Jul

10

Towering cumulus

4080

8.2

700

0.7

24 Jul

6

Cumulonimbus

2310

20.2

990

0.8

25

30 Jul

4

Altocumulus

4250

4.3

960

0.5

7 Aug

18

Towering cumulus

4420

3.0

1100

0.6

8 Aug

6

Cumulonimbus

3490

9.9

870

0.3

9 Aug

2

Towering cumulus

2890

17.5

820

0.6

15 Aug

20

Cumulonimbus

4260

5.1

920

0.2

16 Aug

4

Towering cumulus

2920

16.9

1020

0.4

19 Aug

14

Towering cumulus

4090

4.1

1120

0.3

26 Aug

16

Cumulonimbus

2920

14.5

720

0.3

2 Sep

14

Towering cumulus

3270

11.9

710

0.2

4 Sep

23

Cumulonimbus

2520

18.3

800

0.3

8 Sep

10

Towering cumulus

2540

17.4

570

0.2

12 Sep

10

Cumulonimbus

4590

2.0

520

0.7

The associated radar echoes indicate that the convection developed along a line from
Dubai to north of Al Ain, followed by scattered convective development over several
sections of the desert. These storms brought rain and damaging winds to both Abu Dhabi
and Dubai. A seeding experiment, including cloud measurements, was conducted in the
clouds just to the southeast of Dubai shown in Figure 7.21. The aircraft track for this
seeding experiment and a photograph of the seeded clouds are shown in Figure 7.22.

Figure 7.20. Satellite photograph of convective system affecting the UAE region at 10 UTC on 31
July 2001.
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Figure 7.21. Radar image at time of satellite image 10 UTC (left) and at time of seeding 12 UTC
(right) on 31 July 2001.

Figure 7.22. Aircraft ﬂight track of the seeding operation (left) and photograph at 6.1 km of cloud
top (right) just prior to seeding on 31 July 2001.

7.4.2b

Case Study: 29 June 2002

As discussed in Section 6, much of the convective activity during the summer happened
over the Oman Mountains and just to the west. Thermals rising from the heated orography
cause very short-lived towering cumulus to form. The entire lifetimes of the clouds were
on the order of 20 minutes. The force of the thermals pushes these clouds to above
the freezing level, allowing the cloud to capitalize on both the coalescence and ice
phase of the precipitation process. These clouds form precipitation shafts that generally
evaporate before reaching the ground. This process serves to moisten the boundary layer
and weaken the capping inversion that generally exists near 5500 m during the summer.
Eventually, some of the thermally driven clouds are vigorous enough to last for longer
than 20 minutes. A cloud physics ﬂight on 29 June investigated one such cloud.
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Figure 7.23 shows the ﬂight path (top left) and radar (bottom left and right) images near
seeding time on 29 June 2002. At 10:30, there was a cluster of cells that had formed on
and just east of the ridge of the Oman Mountains. The most vigorous cell was located
just southeast of Hatta and the UAE border. Radar indicates that one hour later, the
easterly ﬂow had moved the convective activity just west of the ridge, toward Al Haiyir.
The location of these clouds is similar to many that formed during both 2001 and 2002.
However, had this particular case developed during 2001, it would have been difﬁcult for
the aircraft to reach these clouds due to airspace restrictions. The case study presented
here took place between 10:30 and 11:30 UTC on the cell north and east of Al Haiyir.
Flight notes indicate rain was reaching the ground at 11:13 UTC.

Figure 7.23. Aircraft ﬂight track of the seeding operation (top left) and photograph of cloud (top
right) just prior to seeding on 29 June 2002. Radar images from 10:03 and 11:03 UTC (bottom left
and right respectively)

A suitable cloud with droplet concentrations of 600 cm-3 and 0.3 gm-3 was found for
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seeding at approximately 10:25 UTC. During seeding, the storm appeared to pulse through
stronger and weaker convective periods. After seeding ended at 10:40 UTC, penetrations
were made at several altitudes, including through the rainshaft below cloud base. Figure
7.24 is a composite of all the measurements made through this cloud. The yellow markers
and pink markers indicate 2DP and 2DC shadow-or (respectively) at that altitude, while
the green line connects the liquid water content measurements and the blue line connects
the droplet concentration measurements.

Figure 7.24. Vertical proﬁle through the cloud on 29 June 2002. Cloud base is 4100 meters at
5.4C. Freezing level is at 4700 m.

It is clear from examination of Figure 7.24 that cloud base was near 4100 m (5.4C) with
precipitation falling below the cloud. Peak droplet concentrations of approximately 670
cm-3 were just above cloud base at 4300 meters, while the maximum in liquid water content
(approximately 0.9 g m-3) was found above the freezing level (4700 m). The maximum
concentration of smaller precipitation particles (2DC) was found near the freezing level
while the larger precipitation particles (2DP) seemed to peak just below the freezing
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level. The presence of supercooled liquid water, including freezing drizzle is indicated
by the maximum in liquid water content and 2DC shadow-or above the freezing level.
This phenomenon was conﬁrmed by the moderate coating of aircraft icing apparent after
penetrations performed between 5000 and 5500 meters. A ﬁnal penetration was made
at 6100 meters before having to decend to clear the icing. Cloud top was estimated to
be approximately 7000 m. A secondary peak in 2DC shadow-or appears to occur below
cloud base, presumable as the raindrop spectra narrows through evaporation. There was
evidence that rain from this cell reached the surface.
7.5

RANDOMIZED SEEDING EXPERIMENT (2003-2004)

A signiﬁcant part of the 2001-2002 study involved ﬁeldwork – the intensive collection of
observations (airborne and surface) during four ﬁeld project periods (winter and summer
of 2001 and 2002). Microphysical observations of cloud droplets and aerosols showed
continental conditions in both the UAE and Oman during the summer. More varying
conditions existed during the winter, mostly due to weaker cloud conditions (higher clouds
and lower updraft speeds). During the 2001 and 2002 winter seasons, radar summaries
showed that no hydrologically signiﬁcant rainfall events occurred over the UAE. For the
2001 and 2002 summer seasons, radar studies showed that the vast majority of convective
storms occurred over the Oman Mountains, southeast of Al Ain and northward, though
they were relatively short-lived. The short lifetimes of the thunderstorms act to minimize
the window of opportunity for cloud seeding to enhance rainfall, emphasizing the need
for accurate prediction of these situations in planning seeding operations.
Based on the numerous cloud investigations in the UAE, seeding trials, and radar data
analyses, we conclude that winter clouds rarely produce conditions that are sufﬁciently
convective with warm cloud bases and identiﬁable updrafts to effectively seed with
hygroscopic ﬂares. However, during the summer, suitable convective clouds develop on
about a third of the days, and treating 3-4 storms on each of these days seems reasonable.
It is conceivable that a randomized seeding experiment, targeting the mountains in
particular, could yield results in two to three years.
Summaries of the trial seeding cases suggest that conditions amenable to seeding occur
on only a few days during the winter, typically late in the winter season. Conversely,
suitable storms developed on more than a third of the summer days, although the number
of storm tracks differed considerably between 2001 and 2002. In summary, the results
mostly answered the two fundamental questions and thus supported proceeding with
Phase II of the Rainfall Enhancement Assessment Program during the summer months in
the UAE. This involved designing and implementing a randomized hygroscopic cloud
seeding experiment (see appendix A for Experimental Plan) during the summer season
to statistically quantify the potential for cloud seeding to enhance rainfall, speciﬁcally
over the UAE and Oman Mountains. It was anticipated that the the randomized seeding
experiment would require at least two years to treat a sufﬁcient number of cases (~266), and
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required close collaboration with Oman in operating the seeding experiment seamlessly
across their border. It was also recommended that any future cloud seeding experiment
operations be based in Al Ain to ensure better response to cloud development and more
effective cloud seeding operations.
7.5.1

Objectives

The objectives of Phase II of the Rainfall Enhancement Assessment Program in the UAE
were to:
(a) Determine whether there is a quantitative effect on radar derived storm-based
rainfall from hygroscopic seeding at cloud base.
(b) If an effect is found, understand the time history of such effect and the probable
cause.
(c) Test the concepts of the South African and Mexican experimental approach in
the UAE.
(d) Collect concurrent and separate physical measurements to support the statistical
results and provide substantiation for the physical hypothesis.
7.5.2

Precipitation Processes in Seeded and Unseeded Clouds

Modiﬁed-maritime situations produce convective storms with low droplet concentrations
and broad droplet spectra at cloud base. Concentrations are generally less than 200 cm-3,
with sizes up to 20 m. These storms are thought to have higher precipitation efﬁciency
and are not expected to respond signiﬁcantly to hygroscopic seeding.
This experiment is aimed at increasing rainfall from storms that are more continental
in nature. Such storms have high droplet concentrations and narrow droplet spectra at
cloud base. Measurements made in the UAE during the summer months indicated high
concentrations of CCN and cloud droplets near cloud base typically associated with a
continental and/or highly polluted environment.
Precipitation formation in convective clouds may be dominated either by coalescence
processes or ice-phase processes. Storms with high droplet concentrations of small sizes
tend to be dominated by ice-phase processes. The result is a large number of small ice
particles, many of which fail to reach the ground and either evaporate or enter the anvil
cloud.
Results from the South African and Mexican experiments indicate that hygroscopic
seeding at cloud base early in cloud development may signiﬁcantly increase the rainfall
from continental storms. The seeding material is dispersed into the inﬂow region at cloud
base. Because these particles are larger and more hygroscopic than the natural particles,
cloud droplets will nucleate preferentially on the seeding particles. This inhibits a portion
of the smaller natural cloud condensation nuclei from becoming activated because the
droplets already formed as a result of seeding limit the maximum supersaturation. The
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result is a broader-than-natural droplet spectrum near cloud base that enhances the
potential for precipitation to develop earlier and more efﬁciently in the lifetime of the
cloud. In addition, the expectation is that this seeding effect will spread to other parts of
the cloud and enhance the formation of precipitation there. The ultimate effect is a more
efﬁcient precipitation process.
An overview of the experimental results, physical processes and research needs with
respect to hygroscopic seeding is provided in the WMO (2000) document. In this section
we will only summarize some microphysical aspects with respect to the development of
precipitation in seeded clouds that could be addressed during a ﬁeld effort and that could
provide physical measurements to enhance the physical understanding of hygroscopic
seeding and support the statistical randomized experiment.
7.5.2a

Warm Rain Processes

There are two ways in which hygroscopic seeding might enhance the early formation of
precipitation:
(a)
(b)

Through addition of ultra-giant particles that provide embryos for rain
formation
Through production of larger cloud droplets that lead to an enhanced coalescence
process and hence to rain.

Calculations suggest that both these processes may be important, but the framework for
the calculations and our present knowledge of the aerosol size distributions in natural and
seeded cases are not adequate to determine which (if either) is dominant. The next step in
exploration of the physical sequence leading to precipitation (in natural and seeded cases)
is to determine the relative importance of these two processes.
The ﬁrst process (a) involves ultra-giant particles and is optimized by the introduction
of low concentrations of very large particles (larger than 10 m diameter). The second
(b) requires higher concentrations of smaller particles (of about 1 m diameter). The
two processes also differ in how they will affect clouds: the ﬁrst directly enhancing
the small concentrations of precipitation embryos, while the second lowers the number
concentration of cloud droplets, broadens the droplet size distribution, and hence
accelerates the coalescence process that leads to rain. The two possibilities thus differ
signiﬁcantly in the seeding method that would be optimal and in the change produced in
hydrometeor size distributions.
Any ultra-giant particles introduced into an adequate updraft will grow to precipitation
embryos, so the relative importance of these two processes will largely be determined
by how important (b) is. Some observable consequences that could be measured
include these:
 Process (b) requires modiﬁcation of the central portion of the cloud droplet size
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distribution at cloud base, while that is not a requirement of (a). Absence of cloudbase changes other than the introduction of ultra-giant embryos would be strong
evidence for (a).




Process (b) will lead to a broader cloud droplet size distribution at altitudes of 1001000 m above cloud base, and so to an enhanced coalescence rate. Concentrations
of drizzle at intermediate levels in the cloud that exceed the concentrations of ultragiant particles introduced at cloud base (with appropriate correction for dilution), if
linked to seeding, will be strong evidence for process (b).
One might expect process (a) to produce an early echo dominated by a small
number of very large hydrometeors while (b) might produce an early echo from a
larger number of drizzle-size droplets. Calculations suggest that these two processes
might be distinguished by a differential-polarization (ZDR) measurement, with a
high value favoring (a) and a low value favoring (b).

It is still a question whether the tail (process (a)) or the main part (process (b)) of the
particle spectra produced by the hygroscopic ﬂares are the dominant mechanism to induce
coalescence. Measurements in South Africa (Cooper et al., 1997) indicated broadening
of the spectra and reduced concentrations of droplets a few hundred meters above cloud
base in the seeded region of the cloud. However, measurements in Mendoza, Argentina
in February 2000 did not show the reduced concentrations but an enhanced tail in the
droplet concentrations. It is important to determine which of these two mechanisms are
inducing the coalescence process and lead to possible drizzle formation.
In addition, diffusion of seeding material is too slow to permit spread throughout a rising
turret during the typical ascent of a parcel in that turret. The spread of a seeded plume
to a width of about 1 km takes about 10 min or more, or (with typical parcel ascent rates
of 5-10 m s-1) a rise of 3-6 km. Similar considerations of the inﬂow to a storm versus
the inﬂow region that can be seeded suggest that it is difﬁcult to affect a signiﬁcant part
of the inﬂow of a storm if the seeding effect only appears in the initial ascent of the
turret. This suggests, in accord with much observational evidence for natural storms, that
recirculation processes may be required if seeding is to affect a signiﬁcant part of the
precipitation from a multi-cellular storm (unless dynamic effects from the seeding play a
predominant role in propagating the seeding effect).
The number of ultra-giant particles produced by the ﬂares seems inadequate to produce
a signiﬁcant seeding effect, unless enhancement of the precipitation process by breakup occurs. The ﬂares produce an estimated concentration <1000 m-3 of particles larger
than 10 μm (as measured behind a seeding aircraft where the plume was about 10 m
in diameter). This suggests that the total number produced might be about 10 m x 10
m x 100 m s-1 x 17 min x 1000 m-3= 1010 particles. If each grows to a 3 mm diameter
raindrop, total rain mass is of order 108 g or, for a 1 km2 area, a rain depth of 0.01 cm.
The concentrations are also too low to support signiﬁcant collision-induced break-up. (In
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contrast, drizzle concentrations up to 104 larger were produced in some of the calculations.)
This suggests that drizzle formed from coalescence among droplets may be a signiﬁcant
source of embryos for rain formation. If the source is giant particles, multiplication by
break-up is needed.
Continuous-coalescence calculations indicate that, for growth to a 3 mm diameter
raindrop, a collecting embryo must fall over a trajectory having a path integrated liquid
water content of ~6 g m-3 km (e.g., 3 g m-3 over 2 km). If it takes 10-20 min for this to
occur, this occupies most of the lifetime of a typical cell.
All these factors suggest that recirculation (embryos produced in one part of a turret
entering another part or another turret) may be needed to produce signiﬁcant precipitation
in a multi-cellular storm.
7.5.2b

Mixed-phase and ice processes

The basic intent of hygroscopic seeding is to accelerate the coalescence process through
modiﬁcation of the cloud droplet size distribution. However, that modiﬁcation can also
affect ice phase processes in the clouds if they reach temperatures below 0°C, as could
have possibly occurred in the South African and Mexico experiments. There are a number
of such potential inﬂuences and the parameters involved in most are reasonably well
known. Yet, the impacts of changes in the overall evolution of the seeded clouds, and in
the amount of precipitation produced are not readily predicted. Just as there has been only
limited success so far in modeling the formation of precipitation in convective clouds in
which ice phase processes dominate, the effects of hygroscopic seeding on such clouds
are also difﬁcult to assess with any conﬁdence.
The most important elementary ice processes that are sensitive to the cloud droplet size
distributions are riming rates and secondary ice generation. Primary ice nucleation is
not expected to be inﬂuenced, unless the seeding material or other products associated
with it have ice-nucleating properties. This is not likely to be the case, as neither soluble
particles nor combustion products are good ice nucleators. However, the earlier formation
of drizzle or raindrops in seeded storms may provide the initial graupel embryos through
the freezing of these large drops. Larger drops freeze preferentially at temperatures below
0oC and these frozen drops provide more efﬁcient graupel embryos than graupel formation
through the primary ice nucleation process.
The accretion of cloud droplets by ice crystals is subject to alterations due to changes
in cloud droplet size distributions and the associated changes in collection efﬁciencies.
To the extent that hygroscopic seeding either increases the concentrations of the cloud
droplets at the large end of the spectrum, or shifts the whole spectrum to larger sizes, it
will increase the collection efﬁciencies of droplets on ice particles.
The breakup of ice crystals and the fragmentation of rime clusters on ice crystals are
both subject to changes as a consequence of broadened droplet size distributions but
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not enough is known about these processes to make more precise statements about the
expected changes. The most clearly established mechanism for secondary ice generation,
the Hallett-Mossop (H-M) rime splintering process, is known in enough detail to consider
the possible effects of altered droplet size distributions, and this effect is quite simple. The
probability of splinter production (per collision between ice crystals and cloud droplets)
is directly proportional to the number concentration of cloud droplets with diameters
exceeding 24 m. Thus, if the shift in droplet spectra due to hygroscopic seeding can
be well predicted then the secondary ice generation rate that might arise in the cloud,
provided all other conditions for this process are fulﬁlled, can be readily estimated.
As in the case of riming, the generation of additional ice crystals via an accelerated H-M
process does not lead to a clearly predictable effect on precipitation efﬁciency. Model
experiments comparing the precipitation produced with or without the H-M process have
given somewhat divergent results, from no change in precipitation over the lifetime of
the cloud to relatively modest changes. Because of the multitude of processes inﬂuencing
precipitation efﬁciency, and limited by available moisture and instability, the impact of
the H-M mechanism, or of any other speciﬁc process, on the total amount of precipitation
is limited.
In summary, with a broadened cloud droplet spectra it is expected that frozen drizzle or
raindrops will form the initial graupel particles, riming efﬁciencies are increased and
that a secondary ice process might be initiated. The biggest effect of riming would be
to speed graupel production somewhat. Only quantitative analysis can assess the likely
importance of this. However, one should expect it to be less important than any process
that increases the number of ice particles. Secondary ice generation in clouds with bases
at relatively warm temperatures (+10oC and higher), the impact of hygroscopic seeding
on the H-M process is likely to be small. The droplet spectrum at the height of the –3 to
–8oC temperature level (where the H-M process is active) will already have a substantial
concentration of droplets larger than the critical 24 m size. The colder the cloud bases
(<10oC) the larger the potential effect of hygroscopic seeding will be.
7.5.2c

Raindrop size distributions

Within a rain-shaft the growth processes of condensation and collision-coalescence,
together with the effects of collision-breakup, lead to similarity in the drop size distributions
so that an empirical relationship can be ﬁtted to the relationship between radar reﬂectivity
and rainfall rate. A combination of high-resolution radar measurements and in-situ
measurements is needed to establish the mechanisms giving rise to this similarity and
to assess the uncertainty in the reﬂectivity-rainfall rate relationship due to natural cloud
variability and the effects of artiﬁcially-induced changes in the drop size distribution.
Characterizing the raindrop size distribution (DSD) at cloud base is important to the
hygroscopic seeding question. One is as a direct measure of seeding response, where
the DSD potentially changes in some unknown way due to seeding. A question exists as
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to whether the results from the various seeding projects are really due to DSD changes,
which then confuse the radar reﬂectivity analysis used in the statistical evaluation.
Another is as a parameter in initializing and validating numerical studies on the effect of
evaporation and water loading in developing downdrafts and cold pools, which in turn
may be of importance in generating new convection. Inherent in any DSD study related
to seeding effects is an assessment of natural variability, encompassing the time history
of DSD throughout a storm, from storm to storm, and from day to day.
7.5.3

Physical Hypothesis

Based on the physical chain of events in the development of precipitation in seeded
and unseeded clouds the seeding conceptual model and hypothesis for a microphysical
propagation of the seeding effect is summarized in Table 7.4
Note that the above seeding conceptual model primarily incorporates the microphysical
aspects of the seeding conceptual model. Based on the previous randomized seeding
experimental results in South Africa and Mexico additional dynamic effects in terms of
enhanced cloud growth due to possible modiﬁcation of the updraft/downdraft structures
and the development of progeny clouds had to be invoked to explain the statistical
results. A graphical description of the seeding hypothesis is provided in Figure 7.25. The
Experimental Plan attached as Appendix A and the Operations Plan, attached as Appendix
B provides a more detailed description of the design and execution of the randomized
experiment. Clouds were selected by the pilots based on set of pre-determined criteria as
depicted in Figure 7.26.
Table 7.4: Seeding conceptual model

MICROPHYSICAL SEEDING CONCEPTUAL MODEL
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Hygroscopic seeding broadens the cloud droplet spectra near cloud base.
Hygroscopic-ﬂare seeding enhances the production of drizzle.
Drizzle production occurs in near-adiabatic ascent of parcels (where LWC
is high), resulting in drizzle near the tops of new turrets and in downdrafts
(which can be stronger).
Recirculation is important, helping drizzle enter high-LWC regions of the
same turret and spread to other turrets.
If the cloud vertically extends to temperatures colder than 0oC, large drizzle
and raindrops would freeze preferentially and become the primary graupel
embryos.
Broader cloud droplet spectra below 0oC would result in higher riming
rates.
Combination of large drop freezing and broader cloud droplet spectra may
result in secondary ice generation.
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Additional loading of precipitation at lower levels in seeded clouds results in
changes in updraft/downdraft structures and modify dynamic aspects of the
storm.
Seeded storms will differ from unseeded:
- Modiﬁed droplet size distributions near cloud base (in narrow regions
associated with the seed plumes)
- Enhanced drizzle concentrations near tops of seeded turrets and adjacent
turrets
- Enhanced drizzle in downdraft regions at the edges of turrets
- Enhanced large drop graupel embryos below 0oC
- Enhanced secondary ice generation below 0oC
- No differences in DSD between seeded and unseeded storms


7.5.4

Randomized Seeding Experiment Overview and Summary

Weather modiﬁcation research has a long history. However, there still lacks consistent
and reliable scientiﬁc “proof” that it works. Researchers rely, in part, on statistics for
their evidence. However, even if weather modiﬁcation experiments had been able to
produce unequivocal statistical “proof” of an effect, replication of that effect is required
before weather modiﬁcation efforts can be declared a success. A wide variety of tests and
analyses have been completed on weather modiﬁcation experiments. The problem lies
with the use of statistical hypothesis testing as a “rubber stamp of approval.” Statisticians
argue that a single test variable is necessary to guard against multiplicity and to provide
an unambiguous proof of concept.

Figure 7.25. Hygroscopic cloud seeding conceptual model
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Figure 7.26. Typical candidate clouds for randomized cloud seeding experiment

Data from cloud seeding experiments are highly variable, and this reduces the power
of a single test to detect differences. Dividing the allowable error among multiple tests
makes detecting differences practically impossible. However, multiple statistical tests
of different covariates can be helpful in guiding physical understanding. Statistical tests
will continue to play an important role in enhancing physical understanding; statistics
can be used not only as tool to test proof-of-concept, but also as a tool for discovery (a
mathematical ‘magnifying glass’). Randomized experiments will continue to play an
important role in weather modiﬁcation studies, but the acceptance of results from these
experiments will only come when we are able to physically explain the statistical results
and vice versa. The recommended solution is to complete a single hypothesis test in the
conﬁrmatory phase of the experiment to retain maximum power to detect an effect from
seeding. In addition, other exploratory statistical analyses should be undertaken as a tool
for discovery, a mathematical magnifying glass. In the case of the UAE experiment, the
details of the experimental unit and the statistical tests are described in Appendix A.
Table 7.5 summarizes the seeding experiments for 2003 and 2004. Research 2 treated
signiﬁcantly more cases than Research 1, partly due to the fact that Research 2 operated
out of Al Ain for most of its cases. Also, Research 1 shared its time between research
ﬂights and seeding ﬂights, while Research 2 was the primary seeding aircraft.
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Table 7.5 Summary of randomized seeding experiments (2003-2004).

Summer
2003

Summer
2004

Total

Days with treatment

31

37

68

RSH1 Seeded cases
RSH1 Non-Seeded

9
8

4
8

13
16

RSH2 Seeded cases
RSH2 Non-Seeded

21
21

29
34

50
55

Total Number of Cases

59

75

134

Number of Accepted Cases

41

55

96

A total of 134 cases were treated over the two summer seasons, of which 96 met the
analysis criteria established in the Experimental Design. Of the 59 randomized seeding
cases selected in 2003, forty-one met the analysis criteria. Eighteen cases did not qualify
for four reasons: 1) thirteen never developed a Titan track (i.e., thresholds of 30 dBZ in
reﬂectivity and 9 km3 in volume size); 2) three were tracked for only one volume scan
(two volume scans are necessary for an integration to yield rain mass); 3) one was outside
the coverage area (more than 140 km away from the radar); and 4) one track was treated
twice (although more than one hour apart) and could only be counted once. Of the 75
randomized seeding cases in 2004, ﬁfty-ﬁve met the analysis criteria. Twenty cases did
not qualify for three reasons: 1) ten never developed a Titan track (i.e., thresholds of 30
dBZ in reﬂectivity and 9 km3 in volume size); 2) one formed too close (within 20 km) to
a previous case; and 3) nine were treated twice or more (i.e., the same track, including
mergers and splits, was treated more the once).
The 2003 tracks are based on Titan analysis of the Al Ain EDGE data (without any
reﬂectivity corrections). The 2004 tracks were based on Al Ain NCAR-processor data,
and are considered to be well-calibrated. The Titan tracks for both years, but particularly
for 2004, were complicated by large precipitation areas that merged and split with multiple
developments tied to the mountain-genesis region. The identiﬁcation of cells or Titan
tracks that correspond with the treated areas at cloud base was not always straightforward.
Usually, an identiﬁable reﬂectivity cell developed aloft at or shortly after the time of
treatment, associated with the updraft area identiﬁed and treated at cloud base. Often
times, this reﬂectivity cell was embedded in previous cells or adjacent to previous cells
that were included in the overall Titan track. The best experimental unit is an isolated cell
that clearly results from the treated updraft, possibly with subsequent cells forming and
propagating in conjunction with the treated cell. But far too often in the UAE cases, the
treated updraft area was associated with widespread convection and mulitiple rain areas
that Titan identifed as a single complex (with cell mergers and splits). These Titan tracks
are essentially comtaminated or diluted by reﬂectivity areas that are not affected by the
treated updraft but are included in the overall storm properties.
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Two examples are presented that demonstrate this effect. Figure 7.27 shows a reﬂectivity
composite plot for six time periods for a seeded case by Research 2 on 7 July 2004. The
treated storm (Track #10) was one of several that formed over the mountains about 40
km ENE of Al Ain, but it remained relatively isolated. An additional cell (Track #10/13)
developed near the treated updraft area and merged with Track #10 (see Figure 7.27
lower panels at 1217 and 1227). Since the cell is reasonably close in time and space to
the treated updraft, its inclusion in the storm properties of Track #10 is appropriate for
this case.
In contrast, an unseeded case by Research 1 on 10 July 2005, 100 km SE of Al Ain,
is shown in Figure 7.28. Track #14 ﬁrst formed about 45 min prior to the decision/
treatment time (DT), and developed into a complex of several merged cells anchored to
the mountains in this area. A maximum reﬂectivity area appears to develop at around
0948 (Track #14/86 in middle-left panel of Figure 7.28) in response to the treated (in this
case, unseeded) updraft, but it becomes embedded in a larger area of reﬂectivity as part
of Track #14. The storm properties of all of Track #14 from DT to 60 min after DT are
used in the statistical analysis, yet it seems clear that not all of Track #14 was affected by
the treated updraft. Here, Track #14 is not particularly appropriate as an experimental
unit, but needs to be included as dictated in the Experimental Design. Titan parameters
were adjusted (within the bounds of the Experimental Design) to try to better separate the
affected cells from adjacent ones, such as using dual thresholds of reﬂectivity to identify
and track cells. These were largely inadequate however, and more ﬁne-tuning of the
Titan tracking parameters, in exploratory analyses, may better deﬁne treated cells. This
approach is also expected to increase the number of cases as individual cells are better
deﬁned within storm complexes, which result in fewer tracks being classiﬁed as being
treated more than once.
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Figure 7.27. Composite reﬂectivity plots (scale at right) of seeded case on 7 July 2004 at six time
periods: near decision time (1137) and every 10 min until 1227. A 10-min ﬂight path (centered in
time with the radar plot) of Research 2 is shown as an orange and blue line with a circle at the time
of the reﬂectivity plot. The Titan track number is plotted in the center of the maximum reﬂectivity;
treated track (#10) is highlighted.
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Figure 7.28. Same format as Figure 7.27 except for an unseeded case on 10 July 2004, 0928 to
1018, with Research 1 (white line) and treated Titan track #14 highlighted.

A summary of all the treated cases in 2003-2004 (134 total) is given in Table 7.6. Cases
were treated largely between 0900 and 1400 UTC (1300 and 1800 GST – Gulf Standard
Time), with cloud bases that varied between 5900 and 13500 feet MSL (1800-4100
m). The locations of all the treated cases at decision time are plotted in Figure 7.29.
The predominance of cases over the mountains, along with several that were associated
with sea breeze fronts extending into the desert regions, reﬂects the rainfall distribution
patterns presented in Section 5.3.5d.
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Table 7.6 Details of cases from the randomized seeding experiment (2003-2004).

Research 1: Randomized Case Summary (2003-2004)
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Case #

Date

Lat

Lon

Decision
Time

Case
End
Time

R1C1

12 Jul 03

24.337

56.036

1037

1057

seed

6

9000

R1C2

20 Jul 03

24.012

55.487

1351

1359

no seed

0

8300

R1C3

22 Jul 03

23.791

55.977

1300

1317

no seed

0

8000-8500

R1C4

23 Jul 03

24.501

55.926

1352

1404

seed

8

8100-9000

R1C5

02 Aug 03 23.760

56.13

1310

1325

no seed

0

8600-8700

R1C6

05 Aug 03 24.970

55.74

1250

1309

seed

10

8500-9000

R1C7

06 Aug 03 24.030

56.36

1033

1053

seed

10

8700

R1C8

06 Aug 03 24.098

56.091

1311

1325

no seed

0

10800

R1C9

06 Aug 03 24.411

56.183

1337

1353

seed

10

10000

R1C10

25 Aug 03 23.722

56.638

1128

1143

no seed

0

10800

Action

#
Cloud Base
Flares
Hgt (ft)

R1C11

25 Aug 03 24.002

56.387

1155

1213

seed

10

9200

R1C12

27 Aug 03 23.912

56.465

1257

1314

seed

10

5900-6000

R1C13

29 Aug 03 24.379

56.137

1212

1228

no seed

0

8000

R1C14

29 Aug 03 23.972

56.249

1235

1251

seed

10

10500

R1C15

19 Sep 03

24.099

56.300

1053

1109

seed

10

6500

R1C16

19 Sep 03

23.487

56.777

1247

1256

no seed

0

10000

R1C17

09 Jul 04

25.278

55.982

1043

1053

no seed

0

8000

R1C18

10 Jul 04

23.952

56.362

852

910

seed

10

10000-12000

R1C19

20 Sep 03

24.274

56.166

1150

1206

seed

10

7500

R1C20

10 Jul 04

23.842

56.491

927

942

no seed

0

10500

R1C21

10 Jul 04

24.049

56.569

1112

1120

no seed

0

8500

R1C22

11 Jul 04

24.299

56.200

841

856

no seed

0

8000-7000

R1C23

11 Jul 04

24.841

55.954

949

1002

no seed

0

7500-9200

R1C24

11 Jul 04

25.097

55.962

1028

1048

seed

11

9500

R1C25

12 Jul 04

24.992

56.017

1036

1052

seed

7

10200

R1C26

13 Jul 04

23.930

56.327

913

922

no seed

0

11000

R1C27

29 Jul 04

24.376

56.108

1046

1104

seed

11

7800

R1C28

02 Sep 04

24.400

55.944

1252

1307

no seed

0

R1C37

15 Jul 04

25.331

56.127

1207

1235

no seed

0

9500
7000 and
9000
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R2C1

Research 2: Randomized Case Summary (2003-2004)
Case
Decision
#
Cloud Base
Date
Lat
Lon
End Action
Time
Flares
Hgt (ft)
Time
15 Jul 03 24.417 55.758
1103
1121 no seed
0
10000

R2C2

15 Jul 03

23.988

56.082

1132

1148

no seed

0

8800

R2C3

15 Jul 03

23.822

56.147

1156

1214

seed

10

9500

R2C4

17 Jul 03

24.021

56.277

1135

1150

no seed

0

8800

R2C5

17 Jul 03

23.685

56.471

1200

1215

no seed

0

8500

R2C6

20 Jul 03

23.456

55.779

1127

1143

seed

10

8000

R2C7

20 Jul 03

23.711

55.868

1156

1211

no seed

0

8000

R2C8

20 Jul 03

23.694

55.339

1223

1238

no seed

0

8000

R2C9

20 Jul 03

24.021

55.483

1437

1455

seed

10

6500

R2C10

21 Jul 03

23.732

55.808

1420

1430

no seed

0

9000

R2C11

22 Jul 03

23.867

56.103

1319

1334

seed

10

7500

R2C12

24 Jul 03

24.097

56.230

1123

1141

no seed

0

9500

R2C13

24 Jul 03

24.476

56.172

1154

1211

no seed

0

9500

R2C14

24 Jul 03

24.347

55.300

1305

1320

seed

10

5500

R2C15

24 Jul 03

23.769

55.506

1519

1534

seed

10

7000

Case #
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R2C16

01 Aug 03 23.620

55.900

1352

14.01

seed

10

8500

R2C17

07 Aug 03 23.950

55.860

1419

1434

no seed

0

9000

R2C18

04 Aug 03 24.470

55.900

1230

12.43

seed

8

9000

R2C19

04 Aug 03 23.950

55.860

1256

1308

seed

8

9000

R2C20

08 Aug 03 25.101

55.560

1127

1141

seed

7

9000-10500

R2C21

08 Aug 03 24.780

55.580

1207

1213

no seed

0

10400-10700

R2C22

17 Aug 03 23.960

56.409

1113

1130

seed

11

6500-6700

R2C23

18 Aug 03 24.026

56.460

1013

1028

no seed

0

7000

R2C24

22 Aug 03 23.640

56.420

1116

1131

no seed

0

9000

R2C25

22 Aug 03 23.920

56.290

1155

1212

seed

10

9000

R2C26

23 Aug 03 23.847

56.281

1048

1106

seed

10

11000

R2C27

23 Aug 03 24.567

56.085

1125

1138

seed

7

10000

R2C28

23 Aug 03 24.072

56.285

1332

1347

no seed

0

9000

R2C29

27 Aug 03 24.108

56.213

1052

1107

seed

10

7000

R2C30

27 Aug 03 23.866

56.437

1116

1131

no seed

0

7500

R2C31

27 Aug 03 24.334

56.105

1146

1203

seed

10

8000

R2C32

28 Aug 03 24.179

56.039

1118

1137

no seed

0

11500-12000

R2C33

28 Aug 03 24.025

56.247

1146

1203

seed

10

10500
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R2C34

30 Aug 03 24.091

56.265

1043

1058

seed

10

8000

R2C35

30 Aug 03 23.743

56.499

1112

1127

no seed

0

9000

R2C36

06 Sep 03

24.828

55.853

1146

1201

no seed

0

8000

R2C37

07 Sep 03

25.048

55.793

1142

1158

no seed

0

7000

R2C38

07 Sep 03

24.116

56.319

1239

1242

seed

2

11200

R2C39

08 Sep 03

23.854

56.551

1021

1037

seed

10

7000

R2C40

18 Sep 03

24.280

56.068

1232

1247

no seed

0

12000

R2C41

19 Sep 03

23.899

56.233

1110

1129

seed

10

9000

R2C42

20 Sep 03

23.967

56.281

1231

1246

no seed

0

8000

R2C43

25 Jun 04

24.918

55.942

1108

1119

no seed

0

9500

R2C44

25 Jun 04

24.733

56.071

1215

1230

seed

10

8000

R2C45

06 Jul 04

24.600

55.974

1123

1139

seed

10

12000

R2C46

07 Jul 04

23.687

56.256

1058

1116

seed

10

13500

R2C47

07 Jul 04

24.416

56.043

1137

1152

no seed

0

12000

R2C48

08 Jul 04

23.849

56.222

1056

1114

seed

10

10900

R2C49

08 Jul 04

24.506

55.818

1227

1244

seed

10

11600

R2C50

09 Jul 04

24.146

56.245

956

1011

no seed

0

9500

R2C51

09 Jul 04

24.531

56.045

1053

1110

seed

10

11500

R2C52

10 Jul 04

24.337

56.291

904

919

no seed

0

7200

R2C53

11 Jul 04

24.519

56.076

846

902

no seed

0

5500-6000

R2C54

11 Jul 04

24.657

55.777

1258

1308

seed

6

9000

R2C55

12 Jul 04

24.426

56.179

829

844

no seed

0

9000

R2C56

12 Jul 04

23.896

56.485

1040

1056

seed

10

8000

R2C57

13 Jul 04

24.260

56.287

1054

1110

no seed

0

1000-10500

R2C58

13 Jul 04

24.681

56.257

1122

1137

no seed

0

10500-11000

R2C59

22 Jul 04

23.900

56.447

1120

1135

no seed

0

11000

R2C60

23 Jul 04

23.780

56.460

1132

1141

no seed

0

10500

R2C61

29 Jul 04

24.314

56.065

1225

1241

seed

10

7800

R2C62

01 Aug 04 23.524

56.648

1247

1302

no seed

0

8000

R2C63

10 Aug 04 23.952

56.227

1027

1041

no seed

0

11500

R2C64

05 Aug 04 23.797

56.421

1015

1030

no seed

0

8000

R2C65

18 Aug 04 24.035

56.220

1159

1216

seed

10

9600

R2C66

20 Aug 04 23.988

56.297

902

917

seed

10

10200

R2C67

21 Aug 04 25.183

55.879

1104

1119

seed

10

8500-7500

R2C68

21 Jul 04

24.447

56.179

1030

1045

no seed

0

9700

R2C69

21 Jul 04

24.164

56.181

1147

1202

no seed

0

11000

R2C70

22 Jul 04

23.272

56.336

952

1008

no seed

0

10000
45

46

R2C71

02 Sep 04

23.880

56.230

943

958

no seed

0

10000

R2C72

02 Sep 04

23.610

56.565

1010

1021

seed

6

8800

R2C73

03 Sep 04

24.330

55.940

939

954

no seed

0

6600

R2C74

03 Sep 04

23.600

56.001

1043

1058

seed

10

7500

R2C75

04 Sep 04

24.410

56.205

1119

1135

seed

10

8500

R2C76

13 Sep 04

24.671

55.672

1052

1108

no seed

0

8500

R2C77

13 Sep 04

24.428

55.987

1133

1148

no seed

0

8500

R2C78

14 Sep 04

23.834

56.374

959

1016

no seed

0

8500

R2C79

14 Sep 04

24.391

56.175

1038

1053

no seed

0

9000

R2C80

17 Aug 04 23.636

56.456

1326

1341

seed

10

8300

R2C81

14 Sep 04

24.025

56.304

1106

1122

seed

10

9200

R2C82

17 Sep 04

24.695

55.859

1042

1057

no seed

0

8100

R2C83

18 Sep 04

24.436

56.136

1051

1106

seed

10

6000

R2C84

18 Sep 04

23.797

56.476

1122

1128

seed

4

6700

R2C85

19 Sep 04

24.116

56.315

922

937

no seed

0

7200

R2C86

19 Sep 04

24.395

56.166

947

1002

no seed

0

7000

R2C87

19 Sep 04

24.587

56.159

1010

1025

no seed

0

5700

R2C88

19 Sep 04

23.948

56.360

1042

1057

seed

10

7700

R2C89

19 Sep 04

24.751

56.009

1128

1143

no seed

0

7800

R2C90

19 Sep 04

25.009

55.810

1323

1338

seed

10

6300

R2C91

26 Aug 04 24.173

56.298

850

906

seed

10

12000

R2C92

30 Aug 04 23.864

56.538

1136

1151

no seed

0

11900

R2C93

01 Sep 04

24.071

56.215

1059

1114

seed

10

8000

R2C94

12 Sep 04

24.325

56.462

1301

1316

no seed

0

12200

R2C95

13 Sep 04

23.857

56.200

1007

1024

seed

10

9500

R2C96

20 Sep 04

23.599

56.570

1100

1115

no seed

0

9000

R2C97

20 Sep 04

23.874

56.289

1126

1139

seed

10

8700

R2C98

20 Sep 04

24.289

56.140

1152

1203

seed

6

8200

R2C99

22 Sep 04

24.484

55.187

1230

1245

no seed

0

6500

R2C100 24 Sep 04

24.403

56.024

957

1012

no seed

0

11000

R2C101 24 Sep 04

24.582

56.010

1019

1033

no seed

0

12000

R2C102 24 Sep 04

24.372

56.128

1052

1108

no seed

0

12500

R2C103 24 Sep 04

24.271

55.886

1127

1142

seed

10

11500

R2C104 24 Sep 04

24.548

56.106

1151

1205

seed

8

12500

R2C105 25 Sep 04

25.009

56.088

1046

1100

seed

10

11500
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Figure 7.29. Locations of all the treated cases in the randomized seeding experiment, color-coded
according to year and aircraft. Coordinates are latitude, longitude with the country boundaries
denoted by the gray lines.

7.5.5

Comparison of Rain Mass Distribution between 2001-2002 and 2003
Storms

For the statistical test, there is no documented method for determining the sample sizes
necessary to detect differences. However, when the data are normally distributed, the
t-test and Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (WMW) test are very closely related. Thus, in the
case of normal data, the sample size necessary to detect a difference using a t-test can
be multiplied by ��� to estimate the sample size required for the WMW test to detect
the same difference. Fortunately, the logarithm of the rain mass measurements is nearly
normal, thus this method can be used to estimate sample sizes.
Sample sizes have been estimated by this method utilizing data collected during the 2001
and 2002 UAE ﬁeld studies. The sample size required for 5% error and 80% power to
detect a 25% increase in rain mass due to seeding is 266 cases, evenly divided between
the seeded and control groups. It is important to note that this is just an estimate.
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There are several factors that may change the required sample size. For example,
radar measurements collected by the Abu Dhabi radar during the summer seasons of
2001 and 2002 are used to derive the sample size estimate. These measurements may
not accurately represent the conditions during different years when the cloud seeding
experiment is being conducted because the radar was located more that 100 km away
from the randomized study area and range effects may play an important role. During
the planned randomized experiment, the newly installed and more optimally located Al
Ain radar was to be utilized. Further, the distribution of the storms may differ due to the
storm size, time and distance between storms, and other constraints placed upon storm
selection during the experiment; constraints that were not imposed during the 2001-2002
ﬁeld studies.
In order to determine if the treated cases in 2003 were being sampled as expected,
according to analysis of storms from 2001-2002, the distribution of rain mass (the
primary evaluation variable) was plotted for the two populations. The radar-estimated
rain mass was calculated using a Marshall-Palmer Z-R relation relationship Z = 200R1.6
where Z is the reﬂectivity and R the rainfall rate applied to a composite of the maximum
reﬂectivities at any height in the storm. This composite technique was used to minimize
range bias. The 2001-2002 samples were based on Titan tracks from the Al Dhafra radar,
which had poorer resolution in the Oman mountain region, and may have reﬂectivity
biases compared to the 2003 samples. Figure 7.30 shows the probability curves for the
two sets of rain mass – 2003 for 45 Titan tracks and 2001-2002 for 715 Titan tracks. [For
this analysis, four of the disqualiﬁed tracks in 2003 are included.] The distribution of
rain mass from the forty-ﬁve cases in 2003 is basically similar to that from the 2001-2002
samples, which were used to estimate the number of cases needed to show a signiﬁcant
outcome of the randomized hygroscopic seeding experiment. As expected, the 2003
cases consisted of fewer small storms than the general population since reasonably well
developed clouds were targeted for treatment. Also, fewer large storms were in the 2003
sample due mostly to the smaller sample size. However, the difference between the two
distributions is relatively small.
A useful plotting technique for displaying distributions is the “box and whisker” plot,
which will simply be referred to here as a box plot*. It is capable of showing several
statistical attributes of the measurements. The rain mass distributions for the samples
from 2001-2002 and 2003 are given in box plot form in Figure 7.31. This alternative
plot veriﬁes the results evident from the probability distribution plot in Figure 7.30. The
typical rain mass from storms in the 2003 season is slightly higher than the typical value
from the 2001-2002 seasons, although not signiﬁcantly so (i.e., the 95% conﬁdence
intervals overlap).
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Figure 7.30. Probability distribution of Titan tracks from the 2001-2002 sample of Oman mountain
storms (in red) and from the 2003 randomized seeding experiment (in blue). The 2001-2002
sample consisted of 715 tracks and the 2003 sample consisted of 45 tracks. Rain mass is calculated
from a time integration of precipitation ﬂux, which is determined using the Marshall-Palmer Z-R
relationship. One (metric) ton equals 1000 kg, so 1 kiloton equals 106 kg. The rain mass in kilotons
is plotted on a logarithmic (base 10) scale.

More importantly, the variability or spread in the rain mass amounts from the 2003 season
is smaller. The required number of cases for detecting an expected result from hygroscopic
seeding was estimated prior to the 2003 ﬁeld project using the 2001-2002 data. So, the
smaller variance in the rain mass measurements for 2003 suggests that they were selected
consistent with the assumptions from the 2001-2002 samples. Therefore, the estimated
number of cases needed for adequately testing the randomized seeding experiment is still
valid (as determined at the end of the 2003 ﬁeld season).
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* The center of the box is the median. The notch in the box represents an approximate 95% conﬁdence interval for the median. The top and bottom of
the box represent the 75th and 25th percentiles, respectively. The capped whiskers extend to the most extreme values (i.e. maximum and minimum)
that are not considered outliers. Outliers are represented by lines either above or below the whiskers.
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Figure 7.31. Box plots of the distributions of rain mass measurements (on a natural log scale in
ktons) for storms from the 2003 season versus the 2001-2002 seasons combined. See the footnote
for explanation of the box plot.

7.5.6

2003 Analysis of the Randomized Seeding Experiment

Fifty-nine cases were treated in 2003; 30 seeded and 29 unseeded. However, 18 cases
were eliminated from the sample according to the Experimental Design. Of the fortyone valid cases from the 2003 randomized seeding experiment, twenty three were seeded
and eighteen cases were left unseeded. The rain mass measurements and duration of the
storms were calculated by the Titan storm tracking software. Distributions of rain mass
values for seeded and unseeded cases in 2003 are shown by the box plots in Figure 7.32.
Clearly, no signiﬁcant difference exists between the seeded and unseeded cases, since
the medians are very similar and the 95% conﬁdence intervals (the notches) completely
overlap. The distributions of the measurements are nearly identical. However, even
if there is a large difference, say 50%, in the rain mass values between the seeded and
unseeded cases in 2003, we would not expect to see it with only 41 cases.
One of the stronger differences seen in results from other seeding experiments is in storm
duration. For the 2003 randomized seeding experiment, box plots of storm (Titan track)
duration were generated for the seeded and unseeded cases (Figure 7.33). The typical
track duration for unseeded storms is just over an hour (66 minutes), while for seeded
storms it is 48 minutes. However, the notches in the boxes of the two distributions overlap,
50
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indicating that these differences are not statistically signiﬁcant. A few storms had very
long tracks of two, three, and even four hours while many storms were very short lived.
(For comparison, the typical track duration in 2001-2002 was about 40 minutes.) The
outliers result from storms on active days that had long periods of new cell development,
creating a long complex Titan track.

Figure 7.32. Box plots of rain mass for the 2003 unseeded and seeded storms. Rain mass is in
kilotons on a natural log scale.

A more relevant measure of any treatment effect on storm duration is the time interval
between decision (start of treatment) and the end of track. The distributions of this
interval for seeded and unseeded cases are shown in the box plots of Figure 7.34. Not
surprisingly, the results are similar to the simple measure of total storm duration (Figure.
7.33). Again, there is no signiﬁcant difference between the seeded and unseeded groups,
with typical times from decision to end of track of 30 to 40 minutes.
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Figure 7.33. Box plots of storm duration (in hours) for seeded and unseeded cases in 2003.

Figure 7.34. Box plots of time interval (in minutes) from decision to end of track for seeded and
unseeded cases in 2003.
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Consistent treatment of each case, whether seeded or unseeded, is critical to the success
of a randomized experiment. One measure of this consistency is to compare the intervals
between the start of the storm track and decision time for the seeded and unseeded groups.
This should show at what stage of storm development the treatment occurred. However,
the inclusion of complex tracks (with multiple cells) will add complications to the simple
comparison. As shown in the box plots in Figure 7.35, the typical interval from the start
of the track to the decision time does not differ between the seeded and unseeded storms.
This indicates that the two groups were treated consistently as far as timing of storm
development is concerned. Typically, storms are between 20 to 30 minutes into their
track at the time of decision. Some storms are seeded very early in their tracks, and some
even before the track appears. However, there are also nearly a quarter of the cases that
had tracks for more than 40 minutes before the decision time. Therefore, although the
cases appear to have been treated consistently, they also appear to have been treated quite
late in the life of the storms.

Figure 7.35. Box plots of time interval (in minutes) from the start of the track to decision time. A
negative time indicates a decision time prior to the storm developing a track (reaching 30 dBZ).

The potential response of a storm to cloud seeding is expected to be time-dependent. For
example, differences between seeded and unseeded cases should not be expected until 1020 min or so after the start of treatment. Therefore, time-series plots of potential response
variables (radar parameters from Titan analysis) may help demonstrate or understand
the results from integrated variables, such as total rain mass. Figures 7.36 and 7.X4 are
time-series plots of rain mass and storm volume for the 2003 cases. The rain masses for
seeded and unseeded cases are very similar, consistent with the integrated results shown
in Figure 7.32. The volume plot also suggests that the storm sizes are similar, contributing
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to the similarity in rain mass for the 2003 cases. Two other attributes are evident from
the volume plot: 1) a slight bias at decision time in storm volume (unseeded cases being
larger); and 2) the occurrence of the maximum shortly after decision time. These plots
support the conclusion from the box plots that the 2003 cases were treated quite late in
their life cycle, non-optimally for hygroscopic seeding.

Figure 7.36. Time series plot of Rain Mass
(ktons) for 2003 cases. Solid line is for seed
cases and dashed line is for no-seed cases. DT
stands for Decision Time.

Figure 7.37. Same as Fig 7.36 except for
Volume (km3).

Inspection of Figures 7.36 and 7.37 also suggest that the values are smaller than
expected, particularly when compared to 2004 cases (see next section). This implies that
the reﬂectivity measurements are lower than expected, and in spite of the inconsistent
comparisons presented in Section 4.2.5c, a correction should be applied. As part of an
exploratory analysis, the Al Ain radar reﬂectivity values for 2003 were adjusted 6 dB
(as suggested in the calibration work in February 2004), and time-series plots were recalculated with the adjusted values (Figures 7.38 and 7.39). Although the conclusions
are basically the same (as from Figures 7.36 and 7.37), an increasing difference in rain
mass between seeded and unseeded cases results from the bias in volumes that is now
evident throughout the time period, rather than just initially as in Figure 7.37. These
results emphasize the importance of correctly calibrated radar data. Time series plots for
the combined cases (2003-04) presented in Section 7.5.8 use the adjusted reﬂectivity data
for 2003 cases.
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Figure 7.38. Time series plot of Rain
Mass (ktons) for 2003 cases with adjusted
reﬂectivity values. Solid line is for seed cases
and dashed line is for no-seed cases. DT stands
for Decision Time.

7.5.7

Figure 7.39. Same as Fig 7.38 except for
Volume (km3).

2004 Analysis of the Randomized Seeding Experiment

A total of 75 cases were sampled in 2004 over 37 days between 25 June and 25 September.
Of those 75, 33 were seeded (S) and 42 were not seeded (NS). However, twenty cases
were eliminated from the sample, leaving 55 cases (22 S, 33 NS). Figure 7.40 shows a
box plot of the seed and no seed distributions of rain mass (ktons on a natural log scale).
As in 2003, there is no signiﬁcant difference in this bulk property (integrated over the
experimental unit – 60 min after decision time). Figure 7.41 shows a box plot of storm
duration. Similar to 2003, duration for unseeded storms is longer than for seeded storms.
A typical duration for unseeded storms is 65 min compared to 50 min for seeded storms.
The differences are not statistically signiﬁcant, but they explain some of the differences
in rain mass between seeded and unseeded cases for both years.
As demonstrated with the 2003 cases, a comparison of the intervals between the start of
the storm track and decision time for the seeded and unseeded groups generally show at
what stage of storm development the treatment occurred. Figure 7.42 is a box plot of the
time difference between storm track start and DT for 2004 cases. The typical interval
from the start of the track to the decision time does not differ between the seeded and
unseeded storms, and is remarkably similar to the 2003 cases. Like the conclusion from
the 2003 cases, the 2004 cases appear to have been treated consistently, but also appear to
have been treated quite late in the life of the storms.
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Figure 7.40. Box plot of Rain Mass for seeded and unseeded cases in 2004. Scale is in natural log
(ln) with units of ktons (1000 kg).

Figure 7.41. Box plots of storm duration (in hours) for seeded and unseeded cases in 2004.
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Figure 7.42. Box plots of time interval (in minutes) from the start of the track to decision time
for 2004 cases. A negative time indicates a decision time prior to the storm developing a track
(reaching 30 dBZ).

Figure 7.43. Time series plot of Rain Mass
(ktons) for 2004 cases. Solid line is for seed
cases and dashed line is for no-seed cases. DT
stands for Decision Time.

Figure 7.44. Same as Fig 7.43 except for
Volume (km3).

Figures 7.43 and 7.44 are time-series plots of rain mass and storm volume for the 2004
cases. Unlike the integrated rain mass results shown in Figure 7.40, the time series plots
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show differences between seeded and unseeded cases, with a larger increase early in the
period and a much quicker decay after 30-40 min for seeded cases. The time series of
volume shows differences in the trend that largely agree with the resulting differences
in rain mass between the seeded and unseeded cases. They also show a large bias at
decision time in storm volume (seeded cases being larger), and a similar result as 2003
of the occurrence of the maximum shortly after decision time. These plots reinforce the
conclusions that there are biases between the seeded and unseeded cases at decision time
and that the cases were treated later than optimally in their life cycle.
7.5.8

Combined Analysis of the Randomized Seeding Experiment (2003-2004)

Figure 7.45 shows a box plot of the seed and no seed distributions of rain mass (ktons on
a natural log scale) for all the randomized cases (96 cases) in 2003 and 2004. There is no
signiﬁcant difference in this bulk property between seeded and unseeded cases (integrated
over the experimental unit – 60 min after decision time). Given the results of rain mass
distributions for 2003 and 2004 separately, this combined result is not surprising. The
treatment timing and storm biases discussed in the 2003 and 2004 analyses certainly have
some effect on this inconclusive result.

Figure 7.45. Box plots of rain mass for the 2003-2004 unseeded and seeded storms. Rain mass is
in kilotons on a natural log scale.
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As discussed in the 2003 analysis (Section 7.5.6), there appeared to be a reﬂectivity bias
in 2003 that affected the rain mass amounts. This becomes more apparent when total rain
mass is compared between the two years, as in Figure 7.46. The rain mass in 2003, using
the original reﬂectivity data, is signiﬁcantly lower than in 2004. Therefore, incomparing
the years, the time series plots generated using adjusted reﬂectivities may be better suited
for demonstrating differences and biases.

Figure 7.46. Box plots of rain mass for the 2003 versus 2004 cases. Rain mass is in kilotons on a
natural log scale.
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Figure 7.47. Time series plot of Rain Mass
(ktons) for 2003-04 cases. Solid line is for seed
cases and dashed line is for no-seed cases. DT
stands for Decision Time.

Figure 7.48. Same as Fig 7.47 except for
Volume (km3).

Time series of rain mass and volume for all the cases are shown in Figure 7.47 and 7.48.
Although the differences between seeded and unseeded cases appear to grow large, they
are not signiﬁcantly different from each other at any time in the evaluation period. The
trends reﬂect the results from each individual year, and hence show the same biases as
well. In order to examine the trends in more detail, particularly to remove the inﬂuence
of the largest storms, time series plots for both rain mass and volume for 25th%, 50th%,
and 75th% quartiles (designated 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quartiles) are shown in the six-panel Figure
7.49. The 1st quartile plots (i.e., smaller storms) show little difference between seeded
and unseeded cases, with storm lifetimes of 40 min or less. However, even in these small
storms, development was well underway at decision time. The 2nd and 3rd quartiles reﬂect
the overall result (Figures 7.47 and 7.48) of increasing differences with time between
seeded and unseeded cases. They also show that the storms were already well-developed
at decision time, and for the 2nd quartile storms, near their peak development (e.g., near
maximum volume). It is also clear from the anlyses that the seeded storms (especially 2nd
and 3rd quartiles) dissipated faster than the seeded storms as discussed previously.
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Figure 7.49. Time series of Rain Mass (left column) and Volume (right column) for 2003-04 cases
divided in 25% quartile (top), 50% quartile (middle), and 75% quartile (bottom). Note changes in
scale between panels.
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In summary, the results of the seeding experiments and cases in 2001-2002 and the
randomized seeding experiment in 2003-2004 support the following conclusions:
 Surface humidity and atmospheric thermodynamic (stability) structure governs
cloud dynamical and microphysical processes, affecting among other things the
height of radar ﬁrst echoes.
 There is no signiﬁcance difference in the primary response variable, total rain
mass, between seeded and unseeded storms.
 The duration of seeded storms were less than unseeded storms (~50 min
compared to ~65 min), which in turn were longer than the 2001-2002 sample
from the Al Dhafra radar (~40 min).
 While the storms were treated consistently (judging from similar distributions of
time differences between start of track and decision time) between seeded and
unseeded cases, the typical difference of +20-30 min is considerably late in the
lifetime of an ideal case. For example, about 25% of the cases were treated more
than 40 minutes after the start time of the track. This indicates that storms were
treated quite late in their lifetime and non-optimally for hygroscopic seeding.
 There were no clear biases between seeded and unseeded cases at the time of
treatment, but storm volumes were already substantial and relatively near their
maximum at decision time. This reﬂects the lateness of treatment in the storm
cycle mentioned above.
7.6

SIMULTANEOUS MICROPHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS (2003-2004)

It is generally accepted that scientiﬁc understanding of the physical processes affected
by seeding is needed to reinforce any statistical results before such results can be
fully accepted. Because two aircraft were available for the seeding program, with one
instrumented to conduct cloud microphysical measurements, it provided a unique
opportunity to validate certain parts of the conceptual model and hypothesis presented
in Section 7.5.3. Concurrent physical measurements with the randomized experiment
(conducted over the duration of the experiment) could help scientists to either conﬁrm or
discard the seeding conceptual model and strengthen the statistical results.
The following measurements were only conducted on the ﬁrst case selected on each
day and when there were no opportunities for both aircraft to conduct separate seeding
experiments simultaneously on different cloud systems. This occurred on some days when
there are only limited cases available for the randomized experiment, or when convection
was ﬁrst initiated, or at the end of the day when convection was subsiding.
To validate parts of the seeding conceptual model and hypothesis presented in section
7.5.3, the following two measurements were part of the randomized experiment:
1) Measurement of drizzle formation, drop freezing, graupel growth, and
possible secondary ice generation by conducting repeated penetrations at the
–5oC level (approximately 18000-20000 ft) with the research aircraft during
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treatment in seeded and unseeded cases (Essential instruments: PMS 2D-C
and 2D-P, PMS FSSP, Liquid Water Content sensor, state parameters)
2) Measurement of the raindrop size distribution in the rain shaft immediately
below cloud base during and after seeding (up until 30 minutes after seeding)
by conducting repeated penetrations with the research aircraft through the
rain shaft in seeded and unseeded cases (Essential instruments: PMS 2D-C
and 2D-P, state parameters).
The purpose of the measurements in (1) was to determine if drizzle and raindrops developed
earlier and at lower altitudes and if graupel formation was evident and enhanced by the
freezing of large drops. In addition with a broadened cloud droplet spectra it was expected
that riming efﬁciencies would be increased and that a secondary ice process might be
initiated.
The purpose of the measurements in (2) was to determine if seeding modiﬁes the raindrop
size spectra below cloud base. It is possible that the statistical results using radar-derived
precipitation estimates might be due to seeding-induced drop size changes that would
affect the radar estimation of rainfall (Yin et al., 1998). The ﬁeld measurements of
raindrop spectra are needed to address this issue.
The two measurements described above were conducted on an alternating basis throughout
the randomized experiment.
7.6.1

Concurrent Microphysical Measurements

Table 7.7 summarizes the microphysical measurements made during 2003 and 2004. The
intent was to make these concurrent with a randomized case. Many times cloud base
conditions did not warrant declaring a case. Comments regarding the usefulness of the
cases, based on suitability of clouds, number of passes, or instrumentation malfunction
are made. Inspection of Table 7.7 reveals that very few concurrent measurements were
made during declared randomized cases. Unfortunately, even though the instruments
were diligently care for, many of them had malfunctions or corrupt data associated with a
given ﬂight. The remainder of the cases are considered studies of natural clouds and are
useful additions to the work done in 2001 and 2002.
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Table 7.7. Details of microphysical experiments. Note: ** after the date designates
measurements made during a randomized case.

Date

Experiment Type

Comments

17 Jul 2003

Precip. Develop.

Usable - good penetrations but not treated
storm

20 Jul 2003

Precip. Develop.

Not Usable - 2DC dumping empty buffers

21 Jul 2003

Precip. Develop.

Usable – pitot tube froze up so TAS
estimated; 2DC not always functioning

21 Jul 2003

Precip. Develop.

Usable – cloud dissipated quickly

23 Jul 2003

Rain Drop Dist

Not usable – no rainshaft developed

27 Aug 2003**

Precip. Develop.

Not Usable - 2DC dumping empty buffers

28 Aug 2003

Precip. Develop.

Usable – measurements only after end of
case

30 Aug 2003**

Precip. Develop.

Usable – not at -5º (mostly at 0º to -2.5º)

30 Aug 2003

Precip. Develop.

Usable – not at -5º (mostly at 0º to -2.5º)

31 Aug 2003

Precip. Develop.

Usable - cloud dissipated very quickly

1 Sep 2003

Precip. Develop.

Not Usable – no coordinated seeding
– StratoCu

2 Sep 2003

Precip. Develop.

Not Usable – no coordinated seeding
– StratoCu

6 Sep 2003

Precip. Develop.

Not Usable - 2D probes dumping empty
buffers

6 Sep 2003

Cloud Drop Broad.

Not Usable - cloud dissipated too quickly

6 Sep 2003

Cloud Drop Broad.

Not Usable – only 5 ﬂares used due to
ﬂare problems

7 Sep 2003**

Precip Develop.

Usable – not at -5º (mostly at 0º to -2.5º)

8 Sep 2003

Cloud Drop Broad.

Usable – measurements at only one level

8 Sep 2003

Rain Drop Dist

Not usable – 2D probes dumping empty
buffers

20 Sep 2003

Rain Drop Dist

Not usable – no rainshaft developed
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7 Jul 2004

Precip Develop.

Usable

8 Jul 2004**

Precip Develop.

Not usable – 2D ﬁles corrupt

11 Jul 2004**

Precip Develop.

Not usable – 2D ﬁles corrupt

12 Jul 2004

Precip Develop.

Usable

23 Jul 2004

All three experiments

Usable – experiments outside

24 Jul 2004

Rain Drop Dist

Usable
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25 Jul 2004

Precip Develop. &
Rain Drop Dist

Usable

29 Jul 2004**

Rain Drop Dist

Usable – 2DC dirty so not working

9 Aug 2004

Precip Develop

Usable

10 Aug 2004**

Precip Develop.

Usable – 2DP questionable at times

10 Aug 2004

Precip Develop.

Usable – 2DP questionable at times

1 Sep 2004

Precip Develop.

Not usable – missing data ﬁle

2 Sep 2004

Precip Develop.

Not usable – 2D ﬁles corrupt

2 Sep 2004

Precip Develop.

Not usable – 2D ﬁles corrupt

12 Sep 2004**

Precip Develop.

Usable – not at -5º (mostly at 0º to -2.5º)

13 Sep 2004

Precip Develop.

Usable – not at -5º (mostly at 0º to -2.5º)
– also had to break off due to cracked
windscreen

7.6.1a

Case Study: 12 September 2004 (No Seed Case)

Coordinated measurements taken during a no-seed treatment of a cloud on 12 September
2004 are the focus of this section but data from another convectively active day, 10 July
2004, are also presented for comparison. A 12Z sounding from Abu Dhabi, taken about
120 km west of the area of interest, is plotted for each day in Figures 7.50 and 7.51.
Additionally, soundings fro mthe Seeb airport in Muscat, Oman (approximately 100 east
of the mountains) for the two days are displayed in Figures 7.52 and 7.53. With the
generally easterly ﬂow during the summer months in this region, the Seeb soundings may
better represent the thermodynamic structure over the mountains. The soundings show
typical characteristics of the thermodynamic structure in which summer storms develop.
Most prominent is the dry, stable layer beginning at 500-450 hPa. The strength of this
layer (or lack thereof), caused by large scale subsidence, often determines the formation
of storms and their strength. Low-level moisture and mesoscale circulations over the
mountains (see Section 5), not represented in these distant soundings, are other major
determinants.
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Figure 7.50. Abu Dhabi sounding (skewT-logP) at 12Z on 10 July 2004. Cloud base was at ~790
hPa. (data from http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html).

Figure 7.51. Abu Dhabi sounding (skewT-logP) at 12Z on 12 September 2004. Cloud base was
at ~650 hPa. (data from http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html).
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Figure 7.52. Muscat sounding (skewT-logP) at 00Z on 10 July 2004. Cloud base was at ~790 hPa.
(data from http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html).

Figure 7.53. Muscat sounding (skewT-logP) at 00Z on 12 September 2004. Cloud base was at
~650 hPa. (data from http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html).
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On 10 July, low-level moisture causes a drastically different stability than on 12 September,
yielding a low warm cloud base (~2.2 km and +23° C) and more vigorous and widespread
convection. The upper level dryness and weak wind shear act to dissipate the storms
that develop. On 12 September, the stable layer is not particularly strong, suggesting
that convection has the potential of pushing through the 400 hPa level to perhaps as high
as the 250 hPa level. However, the elevated cloud bases (~3.6 km and +10° C) and the
extreme dryness above 550 hPa (~5 km and -2°C) also suggest that weaker convective
pulses will have suppressed tops.
With such a difference in cloud base between the two days, the height of the ﬁrst radar
echo might be expected to show a similar difference. In particular, warmer bases might
indicate a higher likelihood of a dominant warm rain process and therefore lower ﬁrst
echo heights. However, examination of several cells on each day (chosen to be the initial
cells of the day or isolated from nearby cells) show echo height differences opposite
to the cloud base differences. On 10 July, the ﬁrst echo height ranges from 6.0 to 7.5
km MSL, while on 12 September the heights range from 4.5 to 5.25 MSL. (The radar
resolution in the vertical is 0.75 km.) To further understand these differences, the radar
echo development for a small variety of cells was examined. Figure 7.54 is a plot of the
initial reﬂectivity growth rate versus cloud top growth. Although the two weakest cells
(smallest growth rates) come from the 12 September sample, both days have cells that
develop rapidly. There is an indication that initial reﬂectivity growth is related to cloud
top growth, but it is a tenuous relationship that requires vastly more samples. While it is
evident that convective overturning on 10 July is capable of lofting a substantial amount
of precipitation mass, vigorous cells exist on 12 September that also loft precipitation,
potentially affecting nearby cells.

Figure 7.54. Reﬂectivity growth
(dB/min) versus echo top growth
(km/5-min) over the same initial
5-min time period for three
widely spaced isolated cells on
10 July and four similarly chosen
cells on 12 September (including
the case study cell).
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One example of a vigorous storm on 12 September is the ﬁrst major storm in the operations
area, which developed as part of a second cycle of storms about 70-80 km southeast of
Al Ain. The height of the ﬁrst echoes in the area (~0 dBZ at 10:45) was at 4.5-5.0 km,
near the 0° C level. The storm was multi-cellular, and cells typically developed into sizes
of 10-15 km. At 11:35 UTC, two main cells are dominant (Figure 7.55). The top is near
its maximum of 11 km at this time although the large majority of the mass is below 6.5
km. A cross-section from northwest to southeast through the core of the cells is shown
in Figure 7.56. The hint of a detrainment layer is evident at 4–6 km, particularly on the
southeast (downwind) side of the northwest cell.
Photographic evidence from the research aircraft at 12:10 showed the storm tops to be
dissipating. Remains of the southeast cell of Figure 7.55 were evident as a thin iced
cloud, while the top of the northwest cell was beginning to detach. Also evident was an
extensive cloudy region and detrainment layer at roughly the aircraft altitude of 5 km.

Figure 7.55. CAPPI of composite
reﬂectivity (maximum dBZ at any
level) at 11:35 UTC on 12 Sept
2004. Area is about 30 km x 30
km. Reﬂectivity scale increments
by 5dB from 5 dBZ to 30 dBZ,
then by 3 dB from 30 dBZ to 56
dBZ. The shading is shown at the
right (e.g., maximum reﬂectivity in
NW cell is 48 dBZ). The dashed
line (from the northwest to the
southeast) shows the location of
the cross-section in Figure 7.56.

Radar
After sampling cells near the previously mentioned storm, the research aircraft settled on
a growing cloud mass 50 km east of Al Ain at 12:50. This storm lasted about 1 hr and
initially appeared to be uni-cellular. In fact, three or four different updraft pulses and
two moderate reﬂectivity cores occurred over this time period, reﬂecting the small-scale
complexity of precipitation development under close examination. The top of this storm
is considerably lower than that of the initial storm, and the bulk of the mass is below 6
km. Maximum reﬂectivities are several dB less as well.
The CAPPI in Figure 7.57 is near the time of the maximum echo top, and represents the
reﬂectivity area at 5.25 km, near the height of the aircraft passes. The aircraft track for
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a 10-min period is also plotted in Figure 7.57 and shows that the aircraft passes, while
below the visually most active tops, are slightly west of the echo core. The tightest
reﬂectivity gradients can be seen along the west to north side of the cell. More particles
appear to be spreading out in the southeast quadrant, which is the downwind side. A
cross-section through the core at 13:35 (not shown) veriﬁes that the maximum top was
around 9 km with a substantial region of detrained reﬂectivity at 5-6 km – greatest on the
south side.

Figure 7.56. Cross-section of
the reﬂectivity cells in Figure
7.47, NW (left) to SE (right).
Reﬂectivity shading is the same
as in Figure 7.47

Figure 7.57. CAPPI of reﬂectivity
at 5.25 km MSL and at 13:30 UTC
on 12 Sept 2004. Area is about 25
km x 25 km. Black line shows the
aircraft track from 13:25 to 13:35
(circle is at 13:30).
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Aircraft and radar
Seventeen storm penetrations were made over the course of about 70 min (12:51-13:59),
the last four being in the precipitation shaft below cloud base. Time-series plots from the
13 cloud passes are shown in Figure 7.58. Penetrations were made around the -5° C level,
although they were closer to -3° C after 13:25. Cloud droplet concentrations remained
fairly consistent and high for most of the passes, even though they were about 2 km
above cloud base. Few cloud particles existed before ~13:00, and signiﬁcant precipitation
particles were not detected until after ~13:15.
A short 5-min break from penetrations occurred after 13:08 to deal with wing icing from
the ﬁrst six cloud passes. At 13:01, the cloud base seeding aircraft began ‘treatment’,
which turned out to be a no-seed case for this storm. The best updraft area at cloud base,
at least during treatment from 13:01 to 13:16, was in the northwestern quadrant of the
cell. Photographic evidence a short while later (13:23) conﬁrmed that tops were growing
to 8-9 km, and the cloud mass of the storm appeared to be made up of three or more
turrets. A signiﬁcant amount of cloud bulged outward at around 6 km (500-1000 m higher
than the aircraft).
More detailed time-series plots from the cloud penetration passes shown in Figure 7.57
are given in Figure 7.59. The penetrations were made at 5.0-5.5 km, corresponding to -2
to -5° C with ~2° buoyant excursions in the updraft on the north side (around 13:28:45
and 13:32:00). Peak droplet concentrations remained quite constant at 650-750 cm-3 over
the 10 passes up to this time, although the LWC dropped from peaks slightly greater than
2.0 g m-3 to 1.5 g m-3 or less. An interesting feature that developed on the north side, as
shown in the two passes of Figure 7.59, is the existence of 2DC particles outside of the
LWC region. To the aircraft observer, it appeared as though the particles were falling
from thin to non-existent cloud. Similar particles and concentrations were sampled on the
south side but within cloudy air (referred to in the observer’s notes as ‘debris’ cloud).
A sample of images from the 2DC at around 13:29 (Figure 7.60), just on the edge of
the updraft and LWC region at the north side of cell in the ﬁrst pass of Figures 7.57 and
7.59, demonstrates a wide range of particle types and sizes. At these temperatures and
especially near and in the updraft, the size of the larger rimed graupel particles suggest
either frozen drop embryos or potential recycling of earlier grown particles. There appear
to be some drizzle-like images, along with several artifacts (which render the shadow-or
counts unreliable for comparison with other passes). These larger particles also exist
outside of the LWC region, possibly contributing to the recycling of particles in this and
other cells. Further 2D analysis is required for better determination of the development
of drizzle and the ice phase.
A more detailed examination of the initial period of cloud development before and just
after seeding commenced (penetrations 1-8) is provided in Figures. 7.61 to 7.69 and
is compared with penetrations taken during a seeded case on 10 August 2004 (Section
7.6.1b). Figure 7.61 shows the time history of the ﬁrst eight penetrations with the treatment
time indicated by the orange bar in the middle of the plot. Penetration numbers are listed
above the FSSP cloud droplet concentration trace.
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Figure 7.58. Time series plots on 12 September 2004 from 12:50 to 13:40 of thirteen
penetrations through the case study storm. Top plot is temperature, middle plot is FSSP
concentration, and bottom plot is 2DC shadow-or counts (unedited - includes artifacts).
As shown in Figure 7.61, cloud droplet concentrations at approximately -5o C ranged
from 600 to 800 cm-3 with peak liquid water contents of 1 to 2 g m-3. 2DC concentration
ranged from 10 L-1 prior to treatment (penetrations 1-4) to >1000 L-1 during and after
treatment (penetrations 5-8). A closer look at each penetration is included in Figures 7.627.69. In these ﬁgures, the time series of FSSP concentration, liquid water content and
2DC concentration are annotated to note the new growth turret and more mature portions
of the cells. Particle size distributions (FSSP, 2DC, 2DP) from both regions are provided
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as well as sample imagery from both 2DC and 2DP probes.

Figure 7.59. Time series plots on 12 September 2004 from 13:27 to 13:34 of two penetrations along
the same path (as shown in Figure 7.57). Top plot is temperature (solid) with scale on the left and
hot-wire liquid water content (dashed) with scale on the right. Middle plot is FSSP concentration
and bottom plot is 2DC shadow-or counts (unedited – includes artifacts).
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Figure 7.60. 2DC unedited images (13:28:58 to 13:29:06) on 12 Sept 2004.

Figure 7.61. Time series obtained on 12 September 2004 of FSSP conc (blue), liquid water content
(magenta), 2DC shadow-or (red), and 2DC conc (green). Penetration numbers are shown at the top
of the ﬁgure. Treatment time (13:01-13:16 UTC) is denoted by orange bar between the two plots.
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The radar echo size and peak reﬂectivities remain fairly constant from 12:50 to 13:01
(Figures 7.62-7.65) with peak reﬂectivities varying between 30 and 35 dBZ. This is
consistent with microphysical measurements indicating 2DC concentrations remain
fairly low (<10L-1) at this time. The particle images indicate a few (~0.01 L-1) large
graupel particles (0.6 to 0.8 mm diameter) with most images (~0.1 to 1 L-1) showing
smaller circular particles (presumably drizzle drops) with sizes between 100 and 300 µm
diameter. During this time-period the cloud droplet size distributions as measured by the
FSSP in the new growth parts seem to develop bi-modal spectra by 13:01 (Figure 7.65).
Based on the aircraft measurements from 12:50 to 13:01 several turrets go through
developing and decaying stages with new turrets growing in the same area as the older
decaying turrets. As mentioned earlier, this would provide for an ideal opportunity for the
re-circulation of droplets from the aged cloud into the updrafts of the newly developing
turrets and thus a broadening of the cloud droplet size distribution. This would initiate
the formation of drizzle drops while simultaneously moistening the atmosphere near the
capping layer through evaporation of cloud partcles at cloud top.
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Figure 7.62. Observations obtained on 12 September 2004 during Penetration 1 (before treatment)
at 125000-125300 UTC. Top: composite radar image; Middle left: time series of FSSP concentration
(blue), liquid water content (magenta), 2DC shadow-or (red), and 2DC concentration (green);
Middle right: size distribution observed in “new growth cell (denoted NG on time series); Bottom
left: 2DC (top) and 2DP (bottom) imagery observed in mature growth (denoted by 2D on time
series); Bottom right: size distribution observed in mature growth.
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Figure 7.63. Observations obtained on 12 September 2004 during Penetration 2 (before treatment)
at 125300-125500 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.62.

Until 13:01 the cloud tops remained below 6 km and cloud top temperatures around
0o C. The time histories of the cloud droplet concentrations and cloud liquid water
content between 12:50 and 13:01 indicate that the cloud turrets are generally smaller in
horizontal extent while during the penetrations at 13:01 to 13:03 (Figure 7.66) the region
has approximately doubled in size. At this time the concentration of particles between
100-500 µm diameter has also increased by nearly two orders of magnitude (Figure 7.66
compared to Figures 7.62-7.65).
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Figure 7.64. Observations obtained on 12 September 2004 during Penetration 3 (before treatment)
at 125430-125730 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.62.
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Figure 7.65. Observations obtained on 12 September 2004 during Penetration 4 (before treatment)
at 125900-130100 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.62.
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Figure 7.66. Observations obtained on 12 September 2004 during Penetration 5 (during treatment)
at 130130-130330 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.62.

After 13:01, the cloud top had pushed through the 6 km level and the peak reﬂectivity
increased to 35-40 dBZ (Figure 7.66). From 13:01 to 13:29 the cloud tops increased
in height to approximately 8 km and the horizontal extent of the growing cloud liquid
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water regions remained roughly the same with new smaller turrets feeding into the main
system. The rise of the cloud top could be due to additional buoyancy provided by the
freezing of the drizzle drops. Peak reﬂectivities increased to >40 dBZ (Figures 7.677.69). While the particle images from the 2DC probe (25-800 µm diameter) indicate
that millimeter size particles were already present at 12:50, the sizes and concentrations
remained fairly constant until 13:01. Between 13:01 and 13:15 (Figures 7.66-7.68), the
drizzle concentrations seem to have increased, and by around 13:19 (Figure 7.69), large
graupel partcles (millimeter sizes) were also evident, associated with the increase in peak
reﬂectivities.
Figure 7.67.
Observations
obtained on
12 September
2004 during
Penetration 6
(during treatment)
at 130530-130730
UTC, formateed
the same as in
Figure 7.62.
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Figure 7.68. Observations obtained on 12 September 2004 during Penetration 7 (during treatment)
at 131500-131700 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.62.

Summary
Since no seeding occurred in these storms, the question remains whether a seeding
technique designed to increase drizzle formation would have helped the precipitation
process in the storms, or helped to increase particles in the initial storms, or had no effect
since the process might have already been efﬁcient.
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Figure 7.69. Observations obtained on 12 September 2004 during Penetration 8 (after treatment) at
131915-132115 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.62.

The storms that formed on 12 September 2004 and described here are fairly typical of
storm conditions over the Oman Mountains in the summer. A ubiquitous subsidence
inversion often suppresses convection. A weakening of the inversion, coupled with other
factors such as low-level moisture or circulations creating convergence zones, leads to
cycling of convective clouds and storms and often to the formation of precipitation.
The radar data on 12 September show that earlier convection likely pre-conditioned the
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region with mid-level moisture, drizzle formation and ice particles. Subsequent cells and
storms developed signiﬁcant precipitation as they grew above 6 km (around -5° C). This
is consistent with the concept that recycling particles into the same and adjacent turrets is
an important process in precipitation development.
The initial ﬁrst echo height on this day around 4.5 to 5 km indicates that the ﬁrst echo
was most probably produced by drizzle size drops and a few ice particles that grew into
graupel particles as the initial turrets brieﬂy penetrated above the 0o C level. The drizzle
size drops were probably produced by re-circulation of particles (either cloud droplets or
melted ice particles). This in effect provides for a natural seeding process that ultimately
destabilized the air near cloud top and helped the cloud tops rise to higher altitudes.
Because larger cloud droplets are already present, hygroscopic seeding may not be
effective in these circumstances.
Other studies have shown similar results, both for primary ice initiation and development
as well as for processes involving melted recycled particles (e.g., Dye et al., 1983; Willis
et al., 1994). These studies and others have also documented the rapid development of
precipitation (high reﬂectivity growth rates), which are often related to the mechanism of
particle recycling.
In contrast, on days with more low-level moisture and warmer cloud bases, such as the
10 July 2004 case, convection can easily penetrate past the stable layer and convection
is more vigorous. In addition, as mentioned earlier, the ﬁrst echo on this day developed
between 6.0 and 7.5 km (-10o to -15o C), which indicates that primary ice formation and
subsequent graupel formation is probably responsible for these ﬁrst echoes. This is more
typical of clouds with continental-type cloud droplet spectra, and hygroscopic cloud
seeding should be more effective in such conditions.
7.6.1b

Case Study: 10 August 2004 (Seed Case)

Coordinated measurements were obtained during a randomized case (seeded treatment)
of a cloud on 10 August 2004. The 12Z sounding from Abu Dhabi is plotted in Figure
7.70 while the Muscat sounding is displayed in Figure 7.71. They demonstrate similar
structures to the 12 September case, with a dry, stable layer between 450 and 550 hPa.
Cloud base was approximately 3.4 km (+11o C), nearly the same level as for the 12
September case, with convective turrets co-located with the highest terrain, and a large
detrained region at approximately 4-5 km. This detrained region is clearly evident in
Figure 7.72 and 7.73. The stable layer again surpressed development of clouds initially
with tops less than 6 km. Initial ﬁrst echoes were again between 4.5 and 5 km around the
0o C level. After an initial period of suppression, the cloud tops grew to between 8 and 10
km (Figure 7.72) by about 10:26 UTC.
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Figure 7.70. Abu Dhabi sounding (skewT-logP) at 12Z on 10 August 2004. Cloud base was at
~670 hPa. (data from http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html).

Figure 7.71. Muscat sounding (skewT-logP) at 00Z on 10 August 2004. Cloud base was at ~670
hPa. (data from http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html).
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Figure 7.72. Cross-section along ﬂight path (west to east) through storm at 10:46 UTC.

Figure 7.73. Picture of the cell taken from Research 1 looking south.
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The aircraft conducted seven penetrations between 10:18 and 10:48 while seeding was
conducted from 10:27 to 10:41 (Figure 7.74).

Figure 7.74. Time series of altitude (top-red), temperature (top-blue), FSSP concentrations (blue),
liquid water content (magenta), 2DC shadow-or (red), and 2DC conc (green). Penetration numbers
are shown at top of ﬁgure. Treatment time is denoted by orange bar between two plots.
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Between 10:18 and 10:27, the aircraft penetrated primarily newly growing turrets on the
upwind side of an existing radar echo (Figure 7.74). These penetrations were conducted
in echo free regions. The turrets were adjacent to and feeding into the main echo region
to the southwest. The microphysical measurements during this initial period (Figures
7.75-7.77) exhibited similar characteristics to the initial pentrations on 12 September.
Peak cloud droplet concentrations were around 600 cm-3 and peak liquid water contents
ranged from 1 to 2 g m-3. Around 10:25, graupel particles were evident, seemingly coexisting with drizzle drops (Figure 7.77), similar to the measurements on 12 September
but in lower concentrations. At this time a radar echo of about 30 dBZ developed in the
area where the aircraft was conducting penetrations.
These radar echoes subsequently merged together with the larger cloud echo mass to the
southwest (Figure 7.78). Due to stronger east-northeasterly winds at the inversion level
on this day, the clouds tilted to the southwest (Figures 7.75 and 7.81).

No 2D imagery

No 2D size distribution

Figure 7.75. Observations obtained on 10 August 2004 during Penetration 1 (before treatment) at
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101830-102030 UTC. Top: composite radar image; Middle left: time series of FSSP concentration
(blue), liquid water content (magenta), 2DC shadow-or (red), and 2DC concentration (green);
Middle right: size distribution observed in “new growth cell (denoted NG on time series); Bottom
left: 2DC (top) and 2DP (bottom) imagery observed in mature growth (denoted by 2D on time
series); Bottom right: size distribution observed in mature growth. [Bottom plots not shown on this
ﬁgure – no 2D data.]

Until 10:30, the precipitation formation process on this day seems to be very similar to the
12 September case with generally low concentrations of medium size graupel particles
(400-800 µm diameter) co-exiting with what seems like drizzle drops or plate-like ice
crystals (Figure 7.77). Although the 2DC images also indicate the possible existence of
columnar ice crystals, they do not seem to dominate at this time. Larger graupel particles
became evident around 10:30 (Figure 7.78) and cloud tops and peak reﬂectivities also
increased to about 8 km and 45-50 dBZ respectively.

No 2D imagery

No 2D size distribution

Figure 7.76. Observations obtained on 10 August 2004 during Penetration 2 (before
treatment) at 102145-102345 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.75.
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Indications of an active ice multiplication process became evident after 10:30 with the 2DC
images showing numerous columnar ice crystals (Figure 7.79). During all the subsequent
penetrations evidence of an active ice multiplication process was observed (Figures 7.807.81). The particle concentrations measured by the 2DC probe also increased substantially
during this period.
While seeding with hygroscopic ﬂares was conducted from 10:27 to 10:41, the ﬁrst
indications of active ice multiplication process occurred around 10:36, approximately 9
min after seeding started. This process was identiﬁed in the seeding conceptual model
to be a potential result of seeding, because seeding would broaden the cloud droplet
spectrum, enhance drizzle formation, and subsequently lead to large drop freezing. Both
large graupel and a broad cloud droplet spectrum are requirements for initiating an ice
multiplication process (Hallet and Mossop, 1974). According to the modeling studies
(Figures 7.8 and 7.9), nine minutes would be a sufﬁcient time period for observing the
effects from seeding. Based on these results, the existence of an ice multiplication process
could be a seeding signature, especially if it is compared to the lack of an active ice
multiplication process in the 12 September case (Section 7.6.1a).
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Figure 7.77. Observations obtained on 10 August 2004 during Penetration 3 (before treatment) at
102500-102700 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.75.

However, most of the criteria for an ice multiplication process were also satisﬁed in the
12 September case. It is therefore unclear why this process was not observed in the 12
September case. Further analyses will be needed to investigate why the ice multiplication
process did not occur on 12 September and why it did in the current case.
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Figure 7.78. Observations obtained on 10 August 2004 during Penetration 4 (during treatment) at
102900-103200 UTC, formateed the same as in Figure 7.75.

Summary
The major differences between the 12 September case and the 10 August case were
wind shear and stronger winds at the inversion level on 10 August. In addition, peak
reﬂectivities were substantially higher (5 to 10 dB) on 10 August than on 12 September,
resulting in higher amounts of radar-derived rainfall from the clouds on 10 August.
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Figure 7.79. Observations obtained on 10 August 2004 during Penetration 5 (during treatment) at
103400-103900 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.75.

Microphysically, the clouds on both 12 September and 10 August seem to indicate a similar
evolution of precipitation development during the initial period. The ﬁrst echoes on both
days occurred at approximately the same level, possibly indicating similar processes for
the ﬁrst echo development. The aircraft measurements during the initial penetrations on
both days also showed very similar characteristics.
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Figure 7.80. Observations obtained on 10 August 2004 during Penetration 6 (during treatment) at
104030-104330 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.75.

On 10 August, the greater vertical wind shear resulted in the clouds tilting substantially
towards the west-southwest, possibly separating the updraft region from the rainout
(downdraft) region. In addition, peak reﬂectivities were also substantial higher on 10
August. There were weak indications of an ice multiplication process occurring on 12
September, but they were much more pronounced on 10 August.
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Figure 7.81. Observations obtained on 10 August 2004 during Penetration 7 (after treatment) at
104400-104800 UTC, formatted the same as in Figure 7.75.

The question remains if the pronounced ice multiplication process on 10 August was due
to seeding or would it also have occurred naturally. It is therefore pre-mature to solely
attribute the ice multiplication process to a seeding response at this time.
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7.6.1c

Examples of Ice Multiplication in Natural Clouds

In order to determine if the Hallet-Mossop ice multiplication process is also active in
natural clouds in the UAE, several cases during 2004 were investigated when no seeding
occurred. These cases were not part of the randomized experiment. In two of the cases
(23 July 2004 and 9 August 2004), the measurements show the existence of an active ice
multiplication process (Figures 7.82 and 7.83).

Figure 7.82. Data taken during a ﬂight on 23 July 2004 at the -5° C level. Top: time series of FSSP
concentration (blue) and liquid water content (magenta). Middle: 2DC shadow-or (red) and 2DC
concentration (green), Bottom: 2DC imagery observed in mature growth.
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Figure 7.83. Data taken during a ﬂight on 9 August 2004 at the -5° C level. Top: time series of
FSSP concentration (blue) and liquid water content (magenta). Middle: 2DC shadow-or (red) and
2DC concentration (green), Bottom: 2DC imagery observed in mature growth.

On 23 July 2004, a line of radar echoes developed southeast of Al Ain over the Oman
Mountains and extended for about a 150 km into Oman. The penetration on this day was
conducted at approximately the -5o C level and cloud tops were between 8 and 9 km at the
time of the penetration. The Abu Dhabi 12UTC and Muscat 00UTC soundings for this
day are shown in Figure 7.84. The stable/inversion level with dry air above is again very
pronounced in both soundings. Clouds were initially capped at the inversion level and a
detrainment region was clearly evident from visual observations.
The cloud base for the cloud that was penetrated was at ~3.8 km (~10o C). Flight
scientist ﬂight logs reported large graupel and/or possibly small hail. Penetrations were
discontinued after this time for safety reasons.
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Figure 7.84. Abu Dhabi 12 Z and Muscat 00Z soundings (skewT-logP) on 23 July 2004. Cloud
base was at ~650 hPa. (data from http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/).

The radar composite reﬂectivity and a vertical cross-section at the time of penetration are
shown in Figure 7.85. The cloud tops were between 6 and 8 km and peak reﬂectivities
around 45 dBZ. The general characteristics of the atmosphere and clouds were again
very similar to those observed on 12 September and 10 August (described in the previous
sections).

Figure 7.85. CAPPI and cross-section of storm penetrated at 5 km MSL on 23 July 2004. Crosssection was taken north-east to south-west along white dashed line depicted on CAPPI.

On 9 August (a day prior to the seeded case described in section 7.6.1b), a similar type
of cloud was penetrated, again at the -5o C level. The measurements again provide
evidence of an active ice multiplication process, clearly visible in the 2D imagery (Figure
7.83, similar to the 10 August case in Figure 7.80). The thermodynamic structure of the
atmosphere (Figure 7.86) was also very similar to that on 10 August.
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Figure 7.86. Abu Dhabi 12 Z and Muscat 00Z soundings (skewT-logP) on 9 Aug 2004. Cloud base
was at ~660 hPa. (data from http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/)

Figure 7.87. CAPPI and cross-section of storm penetrated at 6 km on 9 Aug 2004. Cross-section
was taken north-west to south-east along white dashed line depicted on CAPPI.

Cloud base on this day was ~3.7 km (~11o C). Flight scientist ﬂight logs indicate a fair
amount of debris cloud in the region of penetration with reports of large graupel shortly
after that. Several more penetrations were performed before the cell began to decay at
12:00. Most of these penetrations showed similar microphysical characteristics.
The radar composite reﬂectivity and a vertical cross-section at the time of penetration
are shown in Figure 7.87. The cloud tops were again between 6 and 8 km and peak
reﬂectivities around 45 dBZ. Again this case is very similar to the previous cases. A
consisitent picture is emerging from these observations indicating the importance of the
thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere governing and determining microphysical
processes of precipitation formation in the clouds.
7.7
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thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere governing and determining microphysical
processes of precipitation formation in the clouds.
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7.7
Discussion
The principle of hygroscopic seeding enhancing the coalescence process via hygroscopic
seeding is dependent on three important parameters: the chemistry (hygroscopicity),
size, and concentrations of the particles (CCN) produced from the ﬂares or large particle
salt seeding. The principle of ﬂare seeding is to have the ﬂares produce effective CCN
(usually salts such as sodium chloride, potassium chloride, or calcium chloride) particles
in larger sizes (large or giant nuclei; 0.8 to 6 µm diameter) than occur in the natural
environment. The assumption is that convective clouds growing in continental regions
with high droplet concentrations consisting of small cloud droplets are inefﬁcient in
activating a coalescence rain formation process, and that the introduction of large CCN
will form larger droplets and activate the coalescence process of warm rain formation.
In addition, to be able to spread this seeding effect throughout the cloud, the formation
of drizzle drops has to precede the formation of rain drops because they can mix more
effectively through larger parts of the cloud. For drizzle drop to form, it was found that
CCN particles in the size range 0.8 to 6 µm diameter were most optimal.
Subsequent experiments were performed to optimize the aerosol and CCN characteristics
of the hygroscopic ﬂares to ﬁt the above mentioned size ranges. Based on numerous
tests with different formulations of ﬂares, a new ﬂare was developed that produced
larger particles than the original South African ﬂare used in the South Africa and Mexico
randomized experiments. Modeling studies have shown that larger particles are more
effective. This new ﬂare was used during the experimentation in the UAE (Section 7.3).
Initial seeding experiments were attempted on 9-15 days during the two winter seasons
in 2001 and 2002, as revealed in the Table 7.1. Many of these were highly exploratory,
having been conducted in conditions generally considered poor for hygroscopic seeding
(e.g., cold cloud bases, stratiform clouds, weak or short-lived clouds). By comparing the
number of seeding cases to those that were actually amenable to seeding, it is obvious
that realistic seeding opportunities exist on only a few days in the winter, typically late
in the winter.
In the summer, a high percentage of the experimental seeding cases were actually suitable
for seeding. Convective clouds with sufﬁciently warm bases, narrow droplet distributions,
and cold cloud tops occur regularly during this season. The summaries and case studies
support these generalizations. In order to conduct an evaluation of cloud seeding using a
randomized experimental design, a large number of samples are needed. Radar statistics
suggest that summer convection occurs frequently enough to produce enough candidate
storms for statistical analysis in a 2-3 year program of randomized seeding. This assumed
that such a program would include neighboring Oman. It became clear that the summer
season presented the best and most opportunities for seeding.
A signiﬁcant part of the 2001-2002 study involved ﬁeldwork – the intensive collection
of observations (airborne and surface) during four ﬁeld project periods (winter and
summer of 2001 and 2002). Microphysical observations of cloud droplets and aerosols
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showed continental microphysical cloud conditions in both the UAE and Oman during
the summer. More varying conditions existed during the winter, mostly due to weaker
cloud conditions (higher clouds and lower updraft speeds). During the 2001 and 2002
winter seasons, radar summaries showed that no hydrologically signiﬁcant rainfall events
occurred over the UAE. For the 2001 and 2002 summer seasons, radar studies showed
that the vast majority of convective storms occurred over the Oman Mountains, southeast
of Al Ain and northward, although they were relatively short-lived. The short lifetimes
of the thunderstorms act to minimize the window of opportunity for cloud seeding to
enhance rainfall, emphasizing the need for accurate prediction of these situations in
planning seeding operations.
Based on the numerous cloud investigations in the UAE, seeding trials, and radar
data analyses, it was concluded that winter clouds rarely produce conditions that are
sufﬁciently convective with warm cloud bases and identiﬁable updrafts to effectively
seed with hygroscopic ﬂares. However, during the summer, suitable convective clouds
developed on about a third of the days, and treating 3-4 storms on each of these days
seemed reasonable. It was conceivable that a randomized seeding experiment, targeting
the mountains in particular, could yield results in two to three years.
The 2001 and 2002 results mostly answered the two fundamental questions on the
feasibility of hygroscopic seeding and thus supported proceeding with Phase II of the
Rainfall Enhancement Assessment Program during the summer months in the UAE. This
involved designing and implementing a randomized hygroscopic cloud seeding experiment
(see appendix A for Experimental Plan) during the summer season to statistically quantify
the potential for cloud seeding to enhance rainfall, speciﬁcally over the UAE and Oman
Mountains. It was anticipated that the randomized seeding experiment would require at
least two years to treat a sufﬁcient number of cases (~266), and required close collaboration
with Oman in operating the seeding experiment seamlessly across their border. It was
also recommended that any future cloud seeding experiment operations be based in Al
Ain to ensure better response to cloud development and more effective cloud seeding
operations.
Based on the physical chain of events in the development of precipitation in seeded
and unseeded clouds, a seeding conceptual model and hypothesis was developed and
used for designing the statistical analyses and ﬂight patterns for the concurrent aircraft
microphysical measurements.
Note that the seeding conceptual model primarily incorporated the microphysical aspects
of the seeded and natural clouds. Based on the previous randomized seeding experimental
results in South Africa and Mexico, additional dynamic effects in terms of enhanced
cloud growth due to possible modiﬁcation of the updraft/downdraft structures and the
development of progeny clouds had to be invoked to explain the statistical results.
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A total of 134 cases were treated over the two summer seasons, of which 96 met the
analysis criteria established in the Experimental Design. Of the 59 randomized seeding
cases selected in 2003, forty-one met the analysis criteria. Eighteen cases did not qualify
for four reasons: 1) thirteen never developed a Titan track (i.e., thresholds of 30 dBZ in
reﬂectivity and 9 km3 in volume size); 2) three were tracked for only one volume scan
(two volume scans are necessary for an integration to yield rain mass); 3) one was outside
the coverage area (more than 140 km away from the radar); and 4) one track was treated
twice (although more than one hour apart) and could only be counted once. Of the 75
randomized seeding cases in 2004, ﬁfty-ﬁve met the analysis criteria. Twenty cases did
not qualify for three reasons: 1) ten never developed a Titan track (i.e., thresholds of 30
dBZ in reﬂectivity and 9 km3 in volume size); 2) one formed too close (within 20 km) to
a previous case; and 3) nine were treated twice or more (i.e., the same track, including
mergers and splits, was treated more the once).
The statistical analyses results of the randomized experiment can be summarized as
follows:
 There is no signiﬁcance difference in the primary response variable, total rain
mass, between seeded and unseeded storms.
 The duration of seeded storms were less than unseeded storms (~50 min
compared to ~65 min), which in turn were longer than the 2001-2002 sample
from the Al Dhafra radar (~40 min).
 While the storms were treated consistently (judging from similar distributions of
time differences between start of track and decision time) between seeded and
unseeded cases, the typical difference of +20-30 min is considerably late in the
lifetime of an ideal case. For example, about 25% of the cases were treated more
than 40 minutes after the start time of the track. This indicates that storms were
treated quite late in their lifetime and non-optimally for hygroscopic seeding.
 There were no clear biases between seeded and unseeded cases at the time of
treatment, but storm volumes were already substantial and relatively near their
maximum at decision time. This reﬂects the lateness of treatment in the storm
cycle mentioned above.
The late treatment of storms occurred for a number of reasons. Some were logistical
– late project starts without adequate pilot training, not being close to the storms, relying
on developing radar reﬂectivity for guidance, close spacing of the storms, etc. However,
the nature of the storms probably contributed more to this result. It was known that
the storms were generally short-lived, and hence had a short window of opportunity.
Additionally, with a capping inversion, cloud base updrafts were somewhat inconsistent,
with ﬂuctuating areas of weak and strong updrafts, making it difﬁcult to ﬁnd and decide
on seeding opportunities. Weak wind shear also contributed to the tendency for rain to
fall through updrafts, both making seeding difﬁcult and shortening the updraft lifetime.
All these factors complicated the conceptual cloud base seeding scenario and contributed
to the result of treating storms after their optimal stage of development.
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It is generally accepted that scientiﬁc understanding of the physical processes affected by
seeding is needed to reinforce the statistical results before such results can be fully accepted.
Because two aircraft were available for the seeding program, with one instrumented
to conduct cloud microphysical measurements, it provided a unique opportunity to
validate certain parts of the conceptual model. Concurrent physical measurements with
the randomized experiment (conducted over the duration of the experiment) provided
new insights in the physical processes of precipitation that developed in summertime
convective clouds over the UAE that helped interpret the statistical results.
The storms that formed on 23 July 2004, 9 August 2004, 10 August 2004 and 12 September
2004, and described in the previous sections, are fairly typical of storm conditions over the
Oman Mountains in the summer. The 10 July 2004, with higher ﬁrst echo development,
seemed to be the exception. The cases are characterized by a ubiquitous subsidence
inversion that often suppresses the convection. A weakening of the inversion, coupled
with other factors such as low-level moisture or circulations that create convergence zones,
leads to cycling of convective clouds and multi-cellular storms and often to the formation
of precipitation. The radar data showed that earlier convection likely pre-conditioned the
region with mid-level moisture, drizzle formation, and ice particles. Subsequent cells and
storms developed signiﬁcant precipitation as they grew above 6 km (around -5° C). This
is consistent with the concept that recycling particles into the same and adjacent turrets is
an important process in precipitation development.
The initial ﬁrst echo heights around 4.5 to 5 km MSL indicate that the ﬁrst echo was
most probably produced by drizzle-size drops and a few ice particles that grew into
graupel particles as the initial turrets brieﬂy penetrated above the 0o C level. Surface
humidity and atmospheric thermodynamic stability structure govern cloud dynamical and
microphysical processes, which in turn determine the height of radar ﬁrst echoes. The
drizzle-size drops were probably produced by re-circulation of particles (either cloud
droplets or melted ice particles). This in effect provides for a “natural seeding process”
that ultimately destabilized the air near cloud top and helped the cloud tops rise to higer
altitudes. Because larger cloud roplets are already present, hygroscopic seeding would
probably not be effective in these circumstances.
In contrast, on days with more low-level moisture and warmer cloud bases, such as the
10 July 2004 case, convection can easily penetrate past the stable layer and convection
is more vigorous. In addition, as mentioned earlier, the ﬁrst echo on this day developed
between 6.0 to 7.5 km (-10 to -15o C), which is indicates that primary ice formation
and subsequent graupel formation is probably responsible for these ﬁrst echoes. This
is generally what one would expect given a continental-type cloud droplet spectrum.
Hygroscopic cloud seeding should be more effective on such days.
Some other differences between the 12 September case and the 10 August case indicated
that stronger wind shear and stronger winds at the inversion level affects the peak
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reﬂectivities and therefore precipitation formation. Microphysically, the clouds on
both 12 September and 10 August seem to indicate a similar evolution of precipitation
development during the initial period. The ﬁrst echoes on both days occurred at
approximately the same level, possibly indicating similar processes for the ﬁrst echo
occurrence. The aircraft measurements during the initial penetrations on both days also
showed similar characteristics.
The question remains if the pronounced ice multiplication process on 10 August was
due to seeding or would if it would have occurred naturally. It is therefore pre-mature to
solely attribute the ice multiplication process to a seeding response at this time. In order
to address this question and to determine if the Hallet-Mossop ice multiplication process
is also active in natural clouds in the UAE, several cases during 2004 were investigated
when no seeding occurred. In two of these cases (23 July 2004 and 9 August 2004), the
measurements also showed the existence of an active ice multiplication process.
The existence of an ice multiplication process indicates that droplets larger than 20 µm in
diameter together with large millimeter size graupel were present. These results suggest
that although cloud droplet concentrations exhibited continental-type characteristics,
somehow larger droplets are able to form. When the cloud top penetrates regions colder
than -5o C, graupel forms and an ice multiplication process is initiated.
The results from the concurrent aircraft measurements highlighted that there are natural
processes that may be responsible for the development of large drops in clouds in the
UAE. They are:
1. Re-circulation of cloud particles either from melted ice particles and/or
broadening of the cloud droplet spectrum due to inhomogeneous mixing and
re-circulation of cloud droplets, and
2. Large and Ultra-giant CCN (dust particles coated with sulphates and/or
aggregated with salt particles).
These processes seem to provide for a “natural” seeding process that would minimize the
effect of hygrscopic seeding to the point of no effect at all, based on previous modeling
studies (e.g., Cooper et al., 1997). At this moment, it is not clear how often and why these
processes occur in natural clouds and future studies will have to focus on when, why and
how often these processes occur in natural convective clouds over the Oman Mountains.
However, when these processes occur, seeding could be assumed to be ineffective, which
also seems to conﬁrm the results of the randomized experiment.
These results raise the questions of how one would be able to detect and predict these
situations in which a “natural seeding process” was occurring and what tools could be
used to identify these processes on a real-time basis. The answer to the question is not
easy. Better measurement of the thermosdynamic structure over the mountains would
certainly be helpful. The Abu Dhabi and Muscat soundings are along the coast and do
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not necessarily provide an accurate representation of the thermodynamic structure over
the mountains where the clouds generally develop. A combination of a wind-proﬁler
– radiometer station in the mountainous region would provide valuable information in
this respect in both identifying speciﬁc structures and providing input for predictions.
In addition, and even more important, could be the use of a detailed polarimetric radar.
Certainly the UAE studies re-emphasize the potential that detailed polarimetric radar
information could have in delineating the precipitation processes over a wide range
of conditions and a large sample of storms. These data could then be assimilated into
numerical meso-scale and cloud-scale models to be able to predict precipitation processes
in clouds.
In conclusion, it is clear that a conceptual model solely bases on microphysical aspects
of the clouds is incomplete. It neglects the dynamic processes that strongly govern the
microphysical processes, and depending on these dynamic and thermodynamic conditions,
can change microphysical processes in clouds from one extreme to the other. The results
also emphasize the importance of concurrent physical measurements in conjunction
with the statistical experiment in interpreting the statistical results and increasing our
understanding of both natural and seeded microphysical and dynamical processes in
clouds. These results have highlighted some of the limitations of the UAE and many
other weather modiﬁcation programs around the world, both in terms of execution and
evaluation. Most programs depend on conventional radar evaluations, often without the
support of any physical measurements. Conventional radar is limited in its ability to
deduce physical processes of precipitation formation in clouds. However, other tools,
such as improved or new remote sensors (satellite, multiparameter radar, windproﬁler,
microwave radiometer) and numerical modeling capabilities on the meso- and cloud-scale,
are now available to address some many of the issues (microphysical and dynamical).
Finally, it is essential that cloud seeding conceptual models should include dynamical
as well as microphysical processes and that seeding conceptual models solely based on
microphysical processes are incomplete in many situations, such as the UAE case.

(Footnotes)

The center of the box is the median. The notch in the box represents an approximate 95%
conﬁdence interval for the median. The top and bottom of the box represent the 75th and 25th
percentiles, respectively. The capped whiskers extend to the most extreme values (i.e. maximum
and minimum) that are not considered outliers. Outliers are represented by lines either above or
below the whiskers.
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